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PABLO upholstered armchair
The bigger cousin to our Carlo armchair.

This upholstered armchair has an exposed wooden side frame 
and sweeping curved arm.

new products 2024 - indoor furniture

PALM SPRINGS rocking chair
We have added a rocking chair version to our Palm Springs 
range, as shown above.

As a further update, the Palm Springs range, chair and rocking 
chair, is now made in in plantation teak.



CAMBRIDGE upholstered armchair
Like an oversized version of our Lewes, this fully upholstered 
armchair has a sprung fixed back, foam seat cushion and solid 
wooden legs.
Available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M.. 

new products 2024 - indoor furniture



new products 2024 - indoor furniture

LYON upholstered round stools
New upholstered round stools in three different sizes. 
Available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M.. 

LYON 60cm round stool LYON 45cm drum stool LYON 35cm drum stool



new products 2024 - indoor furniture

BOUCLE upholstery fabric
We have added more new colours 
to our popular boucle range 

BOUCLE
manilla

BOUCLE
woodland green

PELICAN desk
Stylish desk with drawers and compartmentalised 
storage. Made in natural hardwood.

LISSE occasional tables
Contemporary table range with hardwood tops and
anthracite coloured powder coated steel base.

LISSE 80cm coffee table

LISSE 60cm low side table



new products 2024 - indoor furniture

HAMPSTEAD dining chair
Beautifully made teak dining chair with
cushioned internal seat pad. The pad is
available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M.. 

BOW dining chair
A stylish new dining chair in oiled oak with a formed back and seat in oak 
faced ply. Available in an all wood version or with an upholstered seat in any of 
our fabrics or c.o.m..

BOW dining chair - upholstered seat BOW dining chair - wooden seat



new products 2024 - indoor / outdoor furniture

TRESTLE dining table
Trestle style dining table in plantation teak.
Available as an indoor table with a solid teak top, there is also a 
version with a marble top (pictured above). 
As well as this, there is a outdoor version which uses the same 
base but has a slatted teak top.

MADAGASCAR barstool
A new addition to our madagascar range, 
this barstool has a solid teak base with a 
synthetic arabica coloured weave.  



new products 2024 - accessories / lighting

ENVOY coat and hat stand
A statuesque coat stand in oiled oak.
It has ample room for coats, hats and 
scarves and an additional lower storage 
shelf. Equally at home in a hall or guest 
bedroom.

ALFRED coat hooks
These small coat hooks are ideal for small 
niche areas where a hook would be more 
than handy. Made in plantation teak.

ALFRED 
single

ALFRED
double

SPINDLE floor lamp
Distinctive, statement 
floor lamp in plantation 
teak with an exposed 
central lampholder. Ideal 
for a featured LED bulb.



new products 2024 - lighting

SPIRE table lamp 
Tall and elegant conical 
table lamp in a matt black 
metal finish with a braided 
cable.
Shown with a 35/30 shade 
in grey.

FLORET table lamp 
Organically shaped
wooden table lamp with 
a braided cable and satin 
nickel lampholder.
Shown with a 30/25 shade 
in white.



new products 2024 - lighting

BUD table lamp 
Diminutive wooden table lamp with
braided cable and satin nickel
lampholder. Comes complete with a 
linen union shade in white. 



new products 2024 - lighting

POD LED table lamp 
Compact and bijou cordless LED table lamp. Dimmable with warm and 
cold light settings, this lamp charges through a usb cable.
Available in two colours.

 POD
terracotta

 POD
woodland 

green



new products 2024 - outdoor

Stunning dining table with a concealed ice bucket.
Made with a plantation teak top and powder coated
aluminium base in Anthracite.

BIARRITZ dining table
Slatted plantation teak /
anthracite frame. 
Dimensions: H75 Ø140cm



new products 2024 - outdoor

ATLANTIC extending dining table.
Beautiful extending table with butterfly leaf extension. 
Made in plantation teak with powder coated
aluminium frame in either kubu or anthracite.
Dimensions: H74 W210 - 300 D100cm



new products 2024 - outdoor

ANTIBES table tops
We have revamped our outdoor table tops in plantation teak,
adding new sizes and improving the overall design.
New Sizes Available:
Ø50cm & Ø80cm

GUSTAV dining armchair
Dining chair in Plantation teak with a synthetic rope 
weave. Stacking chair.
Optional pad available.  
Dimensions: H85 W61.5 D63 S47cm



gustav Solid teak frame with beautiful contoured arms and synthetic rope weave.
Optional pads are available in a choice of colours.

ARMCHAIR
Dimensions: H75 W86 D85 S36cm (without pad)

SOFA
Dimensions: H75 W151.5 D85 S36cm (without pad)

LARGE SOFA
Dimensions: H75 W192 D85 S36cm (without pad)

new products 2024 - outdoor



new products 2024 - outdoor

KINSALE 50cm table
We have added a new size 
to our classic range of
outdoor occasional tables. 
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H60 Ø50cm

TIVOLI occasional table bases
Powder coated aluminium table bases in Anthracite with slatted teak tops.

COFFEE TABLE
Dimensions: H40 Ø80cm

LOW TABLE
Dimensions: H40 Ø50cm

ANTIBES side table
An overdue side table to accompany our Antibes
coffee table. Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H40 W70 D70cm

TIVOLI 80cm coffee table

TIVOLI 60cm low side table



GUSTAV sunbed
Outdoor sunbed in synthetic rope weave on a plantation teak base.
With a emphasis on high quality details, the height adjustable back features 
a stainless steel stay and the base has a discreet side table which can be 
pulled out as needed.
Dimensions H35-84 W70 D198cm

new products 2024 - outdoor



pr home is dedicated to supplying furniture & accessories for interior & exterior locations to domestic & commercial clients.

We encapsulate a philosophy of design, craftsmanship, attention to detail & a high level of service, supplying products that are
surprisingly well priced. 90% of our furniture & 50% of our accessories are designed in house with manufacture in our own factory or with 
“Partner” manufacturers throughout the world.

Our furniture is made to withstand the rigours of commercial use. Domestic clients can benefit from the same durability & enjoy many 
years of use. We passionately believe that making products that will last is the best way to promote sustainability by using the raw
materials we have responsibly.

Our products can be viewed at our showroom, on line at www.prhome.co.uk or through a network of designated stockists throughout the 
UK. Details of our stockists can also be found on our website.

Our showroom is located in the pretty village of Cuckney, North Nottinghamshire, where we have around 600 sq.m of interior space & a 
beautiful garden & terrace to display our extensive range of outdoor furniture & accessories. We are always on hand to offer advice where 
needed within a relaxed but inspiring environment for you to enjoy your visit.

our ethos



our showroom & surrounding area
Located on the edge of the Welbeck estate & within a short distance of 
Clumber Park & Sherwood Forest, our showroom is surrounded by
inspiring countryside with many other attractions close by.

Welbeck, has in the last few years, developed a number of new 
enterprises including the award winning Welbeck Farm Shop,
School of Artisan Food, Welbeck Café & Welbeck Abbey Brewery.
These new businesses now compliment the Harley Gallery,
with its award winning architectural conversion by Leo Godlewski,
as well as the adjacent artist & craft studios.

The nearby Creswell Crags is one of the most important
prehistoric sites in Europe with Ice Age rock art, drawn
13,000 years ago but not discovered until 2003. 



We have around 600 sq.m of interior showroom, with half an acre of 
garden & terraces overlooking one of the loveliest views in
Nottinghamshire. We use this area to show our extensive range of 
outdoor furniture & accessories.

We try very hard to make all our visitors feel welcome in a laid back 
environment. We are on hand to offer advice to whatever level our 
customers require right up to a full interior design service.

Our Farrow & Ball studio is located within the showroom and we pride 
ourselves on the service we offer to make sure that everyone has the 
wherewithal to make the right choices for their paint or wallpaper.

These days the Internet has promoted great change to our shopping 
& leisure activities but there is no real substitute for real life
experience if it is presented in an inspiring format where products can 
be both viewed & tried in situ.

Why not visit us and enjoy a unique buying experience!



our style

As we design over 90% of our furniture in-house, we believe our product range has a common aesthetic and feel. Different product
ranges can be used comfortably with others in the range. If you had to categorise our style though, it could probably fall into three areas:

Scandi Modern - The lines between the golden age of Scandinavian style and Mid Century Modern can be very entwined. For us, it’s a 
combination of natural materials with clean lines, subtle colourways and functionality. At the core of all of this is a connection to the
natural world and in particular, embracing the warming tactile nature of timber.

Modern Classical - Classical shapes with a contemporary refinement. This is a style drawn from classical architectural lines, proportions 
and balance, however it does not live in the past. It is not driven by trends or fads, it is here to stay the course, it is timeless.

Bohemian -  A more relaxed style with room for freedom, layering, and indulgence. Luxuriant items with bold fabrics, curvaceous lines 
and maybe a bit of deep buttoning coupled with other quirkier items. This is a style that reflects the individual and tells their story.

To illustrate these styles we have taken a room and given them three different treatments...

Scandi Modern Modern Classical Bohemian



interior wood finishes

Where this icon is shown, the product is available in these finishes; 
natural, raw, protective oil, stained protective oil, whitewash & 
earth stain.

Several of our pieces in natural hardwood are available with different
treatments and stains for the wood.

These provide a protective, stain resistant, micro-porous and
breathable layer to the wood, with the exception of the earth stain 
which purely alters the colour of the wood.

Natural - Totally untreated hardwood.

Raw - Our most subtle treatment, adds a protective, breathable layer to the 
wood without altering the colour too much.

Protective Oil - Enriches the colour of the timber whilst providing a strong 
barrier against marking and staining.

Grey Stained Protective Oil - As above but adds a greying finish to the
timber giving it a walnut like colouring.

Whitewash - A whitewash treatment which is then finished with a protective 
top layer.

Earth Stain - A very dark brown stain.

NATURAL RAW

PROTECTIVE OIL STAINED PROTECTIVE OIL

WHITEWASH EARTH STAINED
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pr home upholstery,
designed by us, made by us..

All of our upholstery is designed and
manufactured here at our base in Cuckney,
Nottinghamshire.

We use locally made hardwood frames and
carefully sourced materials which are brought to 
life by our skilled in house team of upholsterers.

We carry over 50 fabrics in stock in our upholstery 
workshop (see pages 43-45).
We also have access to other UK fabric suppliers, 
such as Ian Mankin and Abraham Moon and can 
work with any suitable upholstery fabric you
supply.

For details on availability and pricing,
please contact the office:
01623 847030 or sales@prhome.co.uk



Pictured: Loft Set Up (Single Unit with Left Arm, Single Unit, Corner Unit & Single Unit with 
Right Arm) - Husk Stone, (2x) Tenby 60cm Table - Chalk, Baltic Floor lamp Stone with 35/30 
Shade - Stone, Mansion Coffee Table - Natural 160 x 70cm, Festival Hurricane Lamp - Small, 
Woodstock Table Lamp - Soft White & Elba 35cm Bowl.



Pictured (left): Loft - Single Unit with (2x) Arms, (1x) Single Unit with Left Arm & (1x) Single Unit with Right Arm + Cushions - All in Husk Stone, Mansion Lamp & Coffee Table 
160 x 70cm - Natural, Urban Elliptical Lamp with Coolie Shade in Felt Grey, Chameleon Low Unit Earth - Painted Doors in Putty & Escalier Shelf Unit.
Pictured (right): Loft - (1x) Single Unit with Left Arm & (1x) Single Unit with Right Arm. Used together to create a large sofa.

loft We have taken the basis of our Loft upholstered range and given it a little redesign so that it now can be used as sectional 
seating. The deep seat and generous arm & back, lend themselves to a supremely laid back corner set up.
Using its three components (single unit, corner unit and arm), the loft can be tailored to fit your needs, not only as sectional 
seating but as a compact sofa or large sofa (as shown below).

Dimensions:
Single Unit H80 W100 D100 S45cm  Corner Unit H80 W100 D100 S45cm
Arm  22cm wide



Pictured: Mode Footstool, Corner Unit, Single Unit & 2x Corner Unit
(all upholstered in Parchment Charcoal and with alternative Apartment hardwood foot), 

45cm Cushions in Various Fabrics, Marylebone Footstool - in Plaid Steel with Tray in Shale
& Stitch Rug 170 x 240cm - Pebble.



mode Versatility is the name of the game here! Functional and stylish, the modular nature of the Mode means it can be
tailored to fit most rooms. Mode has foam seat pads on a sprung base, sprung back & a choice of dark hardwood 
feet or a tapered “apartment foot” shown on the opposite page.

how it works.. Configurations are made using a combination of the four main components:
Double Unit, Corner Unit, Single Unit & Footstool.
The configuration opposite combines corner and single units to create a full height arm.

..and the arms?

Double Unit Corner Unit Single Unit Footstool

2 Arms Left Arm Right Arm No Arm

Dimensions: Single Unit H72 W70 D85 S44cm    Double Unit H72 W136 D85 S44cm    Arm W16cm per arm
                       Corner Unit H72 W85 D85 S44cm    Footstool H44 W85 D70cm

Single, Double or Corner units can be ordered with arms to create a more finished look.
Alternatively corner units can be use on the end sections to create a full height arm.
Single & Double units can even be ordered with two arms to create an armchair or sofa.



Pictured: (3x) Berlin Corner Units, (1x) Single Unit, (1x) Double Unit, (1x) Footstool - All in Shetland Grey, Various Scatter Cushions - Moon Fabrics, Squat Tapered Planter 
- Grey, (2x) Trans Screens - Earth, Tower Floor Lamp - Earth & 55/45 Shade - Coffee, Helford Sideboard (out of shot), Festival Hurricane Lamp - Clear, Centro Bowl - Alu-
minium, Ilma Large Vase - Clear, Baltic Floor Lamp - Stone with 35/30 Shade - Stone, Bento Coffee Table - Natural. Bento Side Table - Natural, Baltic Table Lamp - Stone 
with 25/20 Shade - Stone & Landscape Rug - 75 x 150cm - Putty.



berlin Berlin is a new sectional range we have introduced where versatility is paramount. The various elements of Berlin 
mean it can be tailored to fit many a living space. With a slightly smaller footprint than the Mode and a shallower seat 
(due to the back cushions) it’s an ideal solution for rooms where space is an issue. Berlin is upholstered onto a
hardwood frame with foam seat pads on a sprung base with metal feet. The fibre back pads (which can be plain or 
buttoned) are optional, as an alternative, large scatter cushions can be used instead.

Dimensions: Single Unit H87 W65 D85 S43cm    Double Unit H87 W130 D85 S43cm
Corner Unit H87 W85 D85 S43cm    Footstool H43 W85 D65cm

Should the metal feet not be what quite right for your 
scheme, we have other alternatives.

The back pads on the Berlin can be buttoned for a slightly different look.



Pictured: Brighton Sofa Husk - Stone, Cushions Husk Stone & Flannel Terre, Keep Floor Lamp, Kinsale 40cm Side Table - Shale & Portman Table Lamp - Anthracite.



brighton

Dimensions: 
Sofa H80 W190 D90 S45cm Armchair H80 W88 D90 S45cm

Brighton is a contemporary interpretation of a classic shape.
Available as an Armchair or Sofa, with foam seat pads on a sprung base, sprung back and hardwood feet.



Pictured: Pimlico 2.5 Seat Sofa - Saddle Mink, (2x) 45cm Scatter Cushion - Orkney Birch,
Boston Coffee Table & Side Table - Earth, Teardrop Lamp Base Natural with 30/25 Shade -
Natural, Coil 100cm Floor Lamp & Border Rug - 170 x 240cm - Taupe/Caramel.



pimlico

Dimensions: 
Armchair H80 W82 D97 S45cm 2.5 Seat Sofa H80 W154 D97 S45cm 3 Seat Sofa H80 W195 D97 S45cm

The angular lines and contemporary look of Pimlico are softened by its ample padding and deep laid back seat.
Available as an Armchair & 2 sizes of Sofa, Pimlico has a foam seat on a sprung base, fibre back cushions and
tapered wood feet.



Lewes 2.5 Seat Sofa  & Compact Sofa - Pelt Anvil, (2x)  45cm Cushions - Shetland Grey, Shoreditch 120cm Coffee Table - Protective Oil, Tenby 60cm Lamp Table - Jet, Shoreditch Side Table - 
Protective Oil, Camille Vase - Smoke, Cross Painted Floor Lamp - Shale & 40/34 Ash Shade.



lewes A new fully upholstered range with a classic shape. The lewes has a sprung back, sprung seat base, feather wrapped foam 
pads with piped detail on the cover and hardwood feet. Available in four sizes, upholstered in any of our fabrics or C.O.M..

Dimensions:
Armchair H87 W80 D98 S48cm   Compact Sofa H87 W125 D98 S48cm
2.5 Seat Sofa H87 W175 D98 S48cm  3 Seat Sofa H87 W205 D98 S48cm



ARUNDEL fully upholstered range
Born from an adaptation to our Lewes range, the 
Arundel has a sprung seat base, feather wrapped 
seat and back pads and hardwood feet.
Available as an armchair, compact sofa, 2 seat sofa 
and 3 seat sofa.

Dimensions:
Armchair - H86 W80 D98 S48cm
Compact Sofa - H86 W125 D98 S48cm
2 Seat Sofa - H86 W175 D98 S48cm
3 Seat Sofa - H86 W205 D98 S48cm



Hove Compact Sofa & Armchair - Orkney Birch, 2-4-6 Rug - 170 x 240cm & Stroma 150cm & 92cm Bookshelves.



hove Fixed sprung seat and back on a hardwood frame with beautiful exposed hardwood base.
Available as an armchair, compact sofa, 2 seat sofa and 3 seat sofa.

Dimensions:
Armchair H77 W80 D93 S43cm   Compact Sofa H77 W130 D93 S43cm
2 Seat Sofa H77 W160 D93 S43cm  3 Seat Sofa H77 W210 D93 S43cm



SELSEY fully upholstered range
A new sister range to our Hove which sees the exposed base replaced with taller tapered 
hardwood legs. The comfortable fixed sprung seat and back remain the same. Available as 
an armchair, compact sofa, 2 seat sofa and 3 seat sofa.

Dimensions:
Armchair H77 W80 D93 S43cm
Compact Sofa H77 W130 D93 S43cm
2 Seat Sofa H77 W160 D93 S43cm
3 Seat Sofa H77 W210 D93 S43cm

STRESA armchair
A sleek new fully upholstered armchair with a 
small footprint. Hardwood frame and legs with 
a sprung back and fixed seat. Available in any 
of our upholstery fabrics or suitable C.O.M..

Dimensions: H82 W66 D92 S46cm



Pictured: Chesterfield Large Sofa & Footstool - Tundra Sea, (2x)  45cm Cushions, Chesterfield Compact Sofa & (2x) Palm Springs - Protective Oil - All in Velvet Petrol, Shoreditch Side 
Table - Protective Oil, Repas Porcelain, Ilma Vase Small - Opal, Lauren Chair - Velvet Petrol, Shoreditch Dressing Table - Protective Oil, Festival Hurricane Lamps - Clear, Goblet
Candleholders - White, Tenby 60cm Lamp Table - Jet, Tenby 60cm Table - Jet, Camille Vase - Cobalt, Minarette Candleholders - Clear Glass, Bloomsbury Lamp - Duck Egg,
Wine & Roses Vase - Clear & Oxford Picture Frame.



chesterfield We have now expanded our version of a traditional Chesterfield to include a sofabed.
The standard sofas have a foam seat pad, a luxuriant, deep buttoned, sprung back and natural hardwood 
feet. The sofabed has a two fold action with a sprung mattress supported by a subframe with wooden 
slats. The seat pad is further supported by a webbed section.

Dimensions:
Compact Sofa H73 W155 D100 S44cm  Large Sofa H73 W228 D100 S44cm

Sofabed H73 W182 D102 S44cm (mattress size - W113 D178 H12cm)



chesterfield sofabed

CHESTERFIELD sofabed
The sofabed has a two fold action with a sprung mattress supported by a subframe with wooden slats. The seat pad is further supported by a 
webbed section.

Dimensions: H73 W182 D102 S44cm (mattress size - W113 D178 H12cm)



Upholstered armchair with exposed wooden side frame and
sweeping curved arm.
Like the Shoreditch & Hoxton ranges the wood part is available in a 
selection of finishes.
Dimensions: H80 W67 D70 S46cm

carlo



hoxton
Contemporary upholstered armchair & footstool with a
definite mid-century influence. The armchairs seat and back have 
fixed upholstery whilst the arms and legs are in natural hardwood.
The fully upholstered footstool with hardwood feet is designed to go 
with the armchair, however its equally adept when used on it’s own.
Dimensions:  Armchair H90 W65 D84 S43cm
   Footstool H40 W54 D40cm

Natural hardwood armchair with upholstered
baseboard and foam pads, available in any of our
upholstery fabrics or C.O.M..
The back pad is available buttoned (as right) or
unbuttoned (as left).
Like the Shoreditch & Hoxton ranges the wood part is 
available in a selection of finishes.
Dimensions: H90 W58 D84 S46cm

palm springs



Pictured: Paling Armchair & Sofa - Flannel Grey, (2x) Bento Side Table, Bento Coffee Table, Totem Tall Shelf Unit, Coil 150 Floor Lamp, Repas Coffee Cup & Saucer,
Quad Vases - Black, Ilma Vase - Small - Opal, Groove Candleholders, Iris Candleholder, Centro Bowl and Stitch Rug - Shale - 170 x 240cm.



PALING large sofa
Earth Stained version shown upholstered in Pavilion Stripe - Monoblock.
Dimensions: H80 W187 D89 S42cm

paling indoor The Paling indoor has a slatted timber back and sides with fixed seat and foam back pad. The timber 
frame is available in either natural, earth stain, coated in protective oil or stained protective oil.

PALING armchair
Natural version shown - upholstered in 
Flannel Grey.
Dimensions: H80 W82 D89 S42cm

PALING sofa
Natural version shown - upholstered in 
Flannel Grey.
Dimensions: H80 W150 D89 S42cm



Main Picture: Shoreditch Armchair - Oiled finish - Moon Slate Oatmeal, Shoreditch Sofa - Oiled finish - Tailor Bark, Shoreditch High Back Chair - Oiled finish - Flannel Peat,
Chiswick 100 - Buttoned - Rye Foot - Flannel Peat, Coil 100 Floor Lamp, Totem Tall Shelf Unit, Bento Side Table, Magna Floor Lamp - Soft White & Mane Rug - Camel - 170 x 240cm .

SHOREDITCH armchair
Dimensions: H81 W58 D72 S46cm

SHOREDITCH sofa
Dimensions: H81 W104 D72 S46cm

SHOREDITCH high back chair
Dimensions: H100 W57 D72cm



shoreditch

SHOREDITCH 130cm sofa
Dimensions: H81 W130 D72 S46cm

SHOREDITCH footstool
Hardwood stool with spindle style legs and pad.
Can be used with the seating range or in isolation.
The pad can be buttoned or unbuttoned.
Dimensions:
H46 (including pad) W55 D45cm

With the Shoreditch armchair being easily our best selling line, it’s only natural the range has
expanded over the last few years. The fixed upholstery is available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M.
and there is also the option of altering the wood finish on the arms and legs.



upholstered footstools & tables

A range of upholstered footstools and tables manufactured in-house and available in any of our upholstery fabrics or C.O.M.
As they are made to order you can choose which feet you use on them (see below). All the feet are in natural hardwood as standard
however they can be treated with the wood finishes (as per page 9).
Should you be require something with slightly different dimensions, please give the office a call.
As the items are made to order we have a degree of flexibility and can produce bespoke sizes. 

APARTMENT foot
Height 10cm

BRIGHTON foot
Height 10cm

HOVE 75 foot
Height 7.5cm

HOVE 100 foot
Height 10cm

RYE foot
Height 16cm

LEWES foot
Height 13cm

Legs Only

CHISWICK upholstered stool/table
Upholstered footstool available in two sizes; 
rectangular and square.
The footstool can either be buttoned or plain 
and has different options for the feet.
Dimensions:
H20 (without feet) W50 or 100 D50cm

Chiswick 100 (Buttoned)

Chiswick 50 (Plain)



MARYLEBONE upholstered table with optional tray
Fully upholstered table with tapered hardwood legs. Available in 
any of our fabrics or C.O.M.. The tray is now available in hardwood 
with protective oil coating (see main picture) as well as a choice of 
our standard paint colours.
Dimensions: H28 (without feet) W120 D60cm

Legs Only

MARYLEBONE upholstered storage table with optional tray
A new storage version of the Marylebone.
Fully upholstered with tapered hardwood feet, hinged top with  
gas struts and lined interior.
Available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H38 W120 D60cm

MARYLEBONE tray
Designed specifically to fit the Marylebone 
tables, these trays are available in either 
hardwood (with a protective oil finish) or 
painted in one of our standard colours.
Dimensions: W40 D64cm



CHESTERFIELD upholstered storage tables
Deep buttoned upholstered storage tables with hinged top, hardwood feet, gas 
struts and lined interior. Available in two sizes with optional tray.
Available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H38 W70 or 140 D70cm

Chesterfield 140 storage table with painted tray

Chesterfield 70 storage table



CHESTERFIELD upholstered table
Deep buttoned upholstered table with 
turned hardwood leg that comes in two 
sizes (rectangular or square).
Available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H38 W70 or 140 D70cm

Chesterfield 140 with tray

Legs Only

CHESTERFIELD tray
Designed specifically to fit the Chesterfield tables 
& storage tables, these trays are available in either 
hardwood (with a protective oil finish) or painted in 
one of our standard colours.
Dimensions: W40 D75cm

CHESTERFIELD hinged cube
Upholstered storage cube with deep
buttoned hinged lid, gas strut and 
lined interior. Available in any of our 
fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H48 W46 D46cm



occasional upholstered furniture

Require a different sized cube?
We make all of our cubes from scratch, here at our base. 

So if you need a cube that’s a little smaller, larger or maybe even 
rectangular? Give the office a call and we will try to help you out.

PARIS footstool
With tapered hardwood foot.
Available in any of our
fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H26 W45 D30cm

PARIS cube
Upholstered cube with tapered 
hardwood foot.
Available in any of our
fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H47 W40 D40cm

UPHOLSTERED cube
Available in three sizes and in any of our upholstery fabrics
or customers own material (C.O.M.).

35cm CUBE
Dimensions: H42 W35 D35cm

40cm CUBE
Dimensions: H43 W40 D40cm

45cm CUBE
Dimensions: H45 W45 D45cm

HINGED storage cube
Upholstered cube with hinged lid 
and gas strut and lined interior. 
Available in any of
our fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H48 W46 D46cm



MESA milking stool
With tapered hardwood legs.
Available in any of our fabrics 
or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H36 Ø36cm

MESA 45 stool
With tapered hardwood legs.
Available in any of our fabrics or 
C.O.M..
Dimensions: H45 Ø45cm

TOULON pouffe
Fibre filled occasional seat or footstool with piped detail.
Available in any of our fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions: H30 Ø60cm



We make cushions to order in our upholstery department, whether they are in our striped, patterned or plain 
fabrics, there is plenty of choice. Should you be working to a particular scheme, we can also work with any
suitable upholstery fabric you supply. We can now offer piping on cushions as well as custom sizes.
Call our office for details.

Our cushion covers are available in the following standard sizes:

45 x 25cm  45 x 45cm  50 x 50cm  65 x 65cm  75 x 75cm  

All are available with the choice of feather or fibre inners, with the exception of:

The 45 x 25cm & 75 x 75cm (floor cushion) are available with a fibre inner only.

As well as made to order cushions from our fabrics, we also now have some new fine quality, Indian made, 
cushion designs; Crewel, Crochet & Elements (shown on page 105) each are available in four colours. 



terrain
Our new upholstery fabric for modern life!

ECO FRIENDLY
Terrain has been designed and made, to maintain as low a carbon footprint 
as possible. The textile mill uses locally produced, upcycled fibres to
produce this strong and durable fabric. The upcycled nature of the yarn & it’s 
clean production process, means it doesn’t use water or harmful chemicals 
when it’s produced.

STAIN FRIENDLY
A yarn that’s inherently cleanable and dirt repellent means most stains can 
cleaned by just soap and water. Unlike a lot of other easily cleanable fabrics, 
the Terrain uses no PFC chemicals.

HUMAN FRIENDLY
Free from harmful chemicals and inherently stain resistant Terrain is ideal for 
modern family homes. It’s also fast drying and can easily regulate
temperatures, so no overheating in the summer.

TERRAIN
pumice
band b

TERRAIN
mink

band b

TERRAIN
steel

band b

TERRAIN
oatmeal
band b

TERRAIN
pebble
band b



BOUCLE
ember
band a

BOUCLE
fleece
band a

BOUCLE
flint

band a

BOUCLE
graphite
band a

BOUCLE
pewter
band a

BOUCLE
pumice
band a

BOUCLE
storm
band a

upholstery fabric

BARBICAN
charcoal

band a

BARBICAN
smoke
band a

BARBICAN
sage

band a

PELAGE
fleece
band a

PELAGE
pumice
band a

PELAGE
clay

band a

PELAGE
anchor grey

band a

NEWPORT
airforce blue / natural

band a

NEWPORT
russian green / natural

band a

NEWPORT
greys

band a

NEWPORT
oatmeal
band a

HERRINGBONE
terre

band a

PAVILION STRIPE
prairie
band a

PAVILION STRIPE
terre

band a

NORFOLK
biscuit/natural

band a

NORFOLK
russian green/natural

band a

NORFOLK
dove/natural

band a

NORFOLK
charcoal/natural

band a

FLANNEL
grey

band a  

FLANNEL
terre

band a  

FLANNEL
peat

band a  



SHETLAND
bark

band b 

SHETLAND
silver
band b    

SHETLAND
grey

band b  

SADDLE
black
band a

SADDLE
mink

band a

SADDLE
mocha
band a

SADDLE
peat

band a

PLAID
charcoal

band b

PLAID
steel

band b

SURFORM
combat
band a

VELVET
chiffon
band a

VELVET
midnight

band a 

VELVET
petrol
band a 

VELVET
grey

band a 

ORKNEY
birch

band a

PELT
pebble
band a

PELT
flint

band a

PELT
anvil

band a 

PELT
peat

band a

PELT
loam

band a

PELT
dark denim

band a

HUSK
stone
band b

HUSK
peat

band b

HUSK
charcoal

band b 

TAILOR
bark

band b

TAILOR
steel

band b

TAILOR
sea mist
band b

TAILOR
natural
band b



PLAIN WEAVE
mimosa
band b

PLAIN WEAVE
spice
band b

PLAIN WEAVE
garnet
band b

PARCHMENT
charcoal

band b

Our upholstery fabric range has continued to 
evolve over the last few years.

We now only have two core price bands; a & b.

Each fabric band is a different price point;
Band b being the least expensive and band a 
the most expensive.

We also sell our fabric by the metre, just ring the 
office for details.

We continue to offer our made to order upholstered furniture in Abraham Moon’s fantastic collection of luxury woollen furnishing 
fabrics. The pure beauty of their woollen fabric, woven in Yorkshire, sits perfectly with our design ethos and aesthetic.

For more details on this, including pricing, please contact the office for details.

moon fabrics

ORE
silver
band b

ORE
graphite
band b

TACTILE
olive

band b

TACTILE
steel

band b

TUNDRA
clay

band b

TUNDRA
combat
band b

TUNDRA
sea

band b

STRIAE
dusk

band b

STRIAE
bay

band b

STRATA
moss
band b

STRATA
silver
band b



RAPALLO easy chair
A fine quality, handmade 
easy chair. Made in natural 
rattan with a lacquered finish.
Optional seat pad available.
Dimensions:
H78 W57 D75 S45cm

CURVE PLUS easy chair
Designed with relaxation 
in mind. Curve is finished 
in a Punto Nero Fantechi 
weave on a cantilevered, 
warm grey powder coated 
frame.
Dimensions:
H99 W56 D90 S42.5cm

woven seating



Pictured: Oscar Sofa, Mane Rug - Slate - 170 x 240cm & Vienna Floor Lamp in F&B Lamp Room 
Grey with 35/30 Grey Shade.

Art Deco inspired range in honey stained rattan weave with hardwood feet, foam seat and fibre back cushions.
Available as a sofa & armchair.

Dimensions:
Sofa - H81 W178 D93 S44cm Armchair - H81 W85 D93 S44cm

oscar



occasional tables

Shoreditch 160 coffee table



COFFEE TABLE
Now available in three sizes.
Dimensions:
160cm Table - H43 W160 D70cm 
120cm Table - H43 W120 D60cm
100cm Table - H43 W100 D50cm

SIDE TABLE
Tall side table with drawer.
Dimensions: H60 W40 D40cm

LAMP TABLE
Dimensions:
H53 W60 D60cm

SHOREDITCH occasional tables
Range of tables in natural hardwood with built in shelf and tapered leg.



SHOREDITCH console table (left)
Natural hardwood console with elegant tapered leg 
and central drawer.
Dimensions: H76 W130 D40cm

SHOREDITCH bootroom bench (below)
Beautiful utility bench with slatted shelf.
The bench is made in hardwood and comes with a 
protective oil treatment as standard.
Dimensions: H45 W100 D40cm



Inversions of each other, the Tenby has painted legs and an oiled oak top, 
whilst the Kinsale has a painted top with oiled oak legs.

TENBY desk/dresser
Shown in all natural.
Dimensions: H76 W110 D50cm

Pictured:
Tenby Desk - Natural,

Dalston Chair - Anthracite,  Enso 
40 Mirror, Quin Table Lamp, Rib 

Rug - Greys  -  170 x 240cm.

TENBY console table
Shown in shale.
Dimensions: H76 W90 D35cm                                    

The Tenby desk/dresser 
& console are made in 
oiled oak with painted 
drawer fronts in either 
chalk, shale or all natural.

tenby & kinsale 

TENBY rectangular coffee table
With integral shelf. Available with either chalk or 
all natural legs (as pictured).
Dimensions: H43 W120 D60cm



TENBY & KINSALE 60cm tables
Dimensions: H59.5 Ø60cm

TENBY & KINSALE 40cm tables
Dimensions: H59.5 Ø40cm

Pictured (left to right):
Kinsale 40 - Jet & Tenby 60 - Jet

Pictured (left to right):
Tenby 40 - Chalk & Kinsale 60 - Shale

chalk

jet

shale

all natural

The oval coffee 
table, lamp tables 
and 40cm & 60cm 
tables are all 
available in these 
colours:

for 

the lamp 

version of the 

40cm & 60cm 

tables see 

page 128

TENBY oval coffee table
Shown in chalk, also available in jet, 
shale and all natural.
Dimensions: H40 W120 D60cm                                    

Pictured (above): Tenby 40 - All Natural



occasional tables

BENTO nest of tables
Natural hardwood coffee table & side 
table that can be combined together 
to create a nest of tables.
The coffee table has a built in
bookshelf whilst the side
tables have an open shelf. 
Dimensions:
Coffee Table  H47.5 W81.5 D57cm
Side Table  H44.5 W35 D35cm

COUSIN side table
This companion table is made in 
natural hardwood with a
protective oil treatment.
Designed to go with upholstered 
ranges such as our Hove & 
Lewes. 
Dimensions: H60 W40 D35cm

ORIEL corner media unit
Natural hardwood TV/HiFi stand, 

with ergonomically curved detailing. 
Ideal for corner settings.

Dimensions: H45 W71 D50cm



chameleon
These media units have several options...

There are two widths of low unit; 75cm & 150cm.
These are available in either natural or earth stained hardwood, as well 
as the oiled versions.

We have the open shelved version ideal for books, LP’s etc.
Or the slatted door version, ideal as a media unit.

We now offer wooden legs and handles as standard, however metal 
legs/handles are also available on request.

We have also now added a tall cupboard to the range (see next page).

CHAMELEON
150cm low unit
Dimensions:
H40 W150 D50cm
(wooden leg version)

CHAMELEON 75cm low unit - natural



Pictured:
Chameleon 150 & 75cm Low Open Shelf Units

(with metal legs), Luna Small Light
& Groove 12cm Table Lamp

CHAMELEON
75cm low unit
Dimensions:
H40 W75 D50cm
(wooden leg)

CHAMELEON cupboard
Dimensions: H124 W75 D50cm

(wooden leg version)

CHAMELEON 75cm low unit - earth
(with metal handles)

CHAMELEON
low open shelf versions
Available in 75cm or 
150cm widths
Dimensions:
H40 W75/150 D50cm
(wooden leg)



shoreditch
We have taken one design basis and applied it to two 
different rooms.

The shoreditch low unit & sideboard have storage 
compartments with adjustable shelves with sliding 
doors and central drawers.

SHOREDITCH low unit
Dimensions: H46 W120 D50cm

SHOREDITCH sideboard
Dimensions: H65 W120 D50cm



BOSTON console table
Dimensions: H75 W114 D38cm

TRANS screen
These hardwood screens can be continuously 
joined together to add instant drama to any 
room. Sold as singular screens they are
available in earth stained mahogany (as 
shown) or plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H180 W60 D30cm

BOSTON side table
Dimensions: H52 W60 D60cm

BOSTON coffee table
Dimensions:
H41 W120 D55cm

boston
Occasional table range in earth 
stained mahogany with
inserted glass top and slatted 
shelf.



SHOREDITCH desk
In natural hardwood.
Dimensions: H75 W120 D60cm

Pictured: Shoreditch Desk,
Woodstock Table Lamp - Soft White & Enso 60 Mirror.

ENSO bureau
A neatly proportioned bureau in 
natural hardwood with small drawer.
Designed to compliment the Enso 
mirror range.
Dimensions: H114 W60 D32cm

GROOVE wall mounted bureau
A wall mounted bureau in natural 
hardwood with drop down door with 
groove detail, double drawers and 
compartmented interior.
Dimensions: H36 W70 D32cm



SERRE shelving unit
Solid wood frame with block work shelves.
Shown in natural, also available in earth stain.
Dimensions: H160 W100 D31cm

ESCALIER shelving unit
Natural hardwood frame and 

shelves with veneered back panel.
Dimensions: H180 W65 D32cm



A range of bookshelves in solid hardwood with ladder style sides.
The internal shelves are all adjustable with the exception of the 150cm 
unit which has a fixed central shelf.

stroma

150cm BOOKSHELF  
Dimensions: H150 W70 D29cm

92cm BOOKSHELF
Dimensions: H92 W70 D29cm

Different finishes are 
available on selected 
natural hardwood items.



totem An extremely popular range due to its urbane yet practical looks, Totem’s emblematic design offers smart solutions for 
hallways, lounges, bedrooms & bathrooms.
For more examples of the Totem range, please see the bed and bath section. 

TOTEM tall shelving unit
Dimensions: H156 W70 D40cm

TOTEM hall stand
With optional seat pad & drawer insert
Dimensions: H178 W70 D40cm

TOTEM low shelving unit
Dimensions: H88 W70 D40cm

Both the tall & low shelving units 
work equally as well on their own or 
in sequence together.

TOTEM coat and hat stand
Dimensions: H180 W28 D28cm



TOTEM console
A sleek new addition to the Totem range.
Dimensions:
H75 W100 D35cm

Pictured: Totem Console Table & Enso 40cm Mirror - Whitewash Finish,
40cm Upholstered Cube - in Moon Askrigg Taupe, Shoulder Vases - 16cm & 21cm
& Ilma Vase Small - Clear.





dining



Pictured:
Harbour Dining Table - 208cm,

Helsinki Chair Natural
 In Pavilion Stripe Monoblock,

 & Repas Porcelain.



harbour Our oldest table & sideboard design (see page 67), Harbour is still amongst our favourites. Teak is the
natural wood of choice for this classic maritime inspired design where the gentle curves accentuate the grain. 
Shown with our Helsinki dining chair upholstered in Pavilion Stripe Monoblock. 

Available in two sizes 180cm & 208cm 
Dimensions: H75 W180 or 208 D90cm 



marseille Circular hardwood dining table in a combination of 
stained walnut & shale.

Dimensions: H74.5 Ø110cm 

walnut / shale



SHOREDITCH dining tables
Supremely ergonomic range of dining tables in natural hardwood.
Available in three rectangular sizes & and two circular sizes;
130 x 80cm, 190 x 85cm, 230 x 90cm, Ø90cm & Ø120cm.

Correspondingly sized Shoreditch dining bench, with or without 
backs are available for all three rectangular tables. 
Dimensions: H75 W130/190/230 D80/85/90cm

shoreditch Pictured: Shoreditch Dining Table - 230cm - Natural, (1x) Shoreditch Dining Chair with Arms, 
(3x) Shoreditch Dining Side Chair & (1x) Shoreditch Backless Bench - All in Shetland Grey, 
Harbour Sideboard - Teak, Chloe Table Lamp Base - Natural with 30/25 Shade - White,
Ravello Bowl, Block Mirror Long - Natural, Curlew Floor Lamp - Natural with 40/40 Shade - 
Natural, Mane Rug 200 x 300cm - Camel, Lucena Pot - Small -
Coral & (3x) Goblet Wine Glasses.



Pictured: Shoreditch Dining Table - 90cm - Natural, (2x) Lauren Dining Chair - Biscuit, Tenby Console - All Natural, Minarette Candleholder,
Sapling Floor Lamp Base - Natural with 40/34 Shade - Natural & Shadow Rug - 170 x 240cm - Peat/Mushroom.

SHOREDITCH 90cm round dining table
Dimensions: H75 Ø90cm



SHOREDITCH 120cm round dining table
A new size of popular dining range.
Made in natural hardwood
Dimensions: H75 Ø120cm



Pictured: Shoreditch Oval Dining Table - Natural, (6x) Shoreditch
Dining Chairs - Upholstered in Shetland Silver (4x) & Flannel Peat (2x),
(2x) Shoreditch Dining Armchair - Upholstered in Moon Fabric,
Shoulder Vases - Glass, Stroma 150cm Bookshelf & Keep Floor Lamp.



shoreditch

Dimensions:
H75 W230 D100cm

An extremely ergonomic addition to our popular Shoreditch dining range, this oval dining table is made in 
natural hardwood with knockdown legs.



helford

dining table
Dimensions: H75 W210 D90cm 

Pictured: Helford Dining Table - Protective Oil - Legs in F&B Downpipe,
(6x) Lauren - Anthracite, Block Mirror - Long - Natural,
Mane Rug 200 x 300cm - Camel, Collar Vase - Large - Clear,  Repas Porcelain,
Shoulder Vase - Large - Clear & Band Tealight Holders - 15cm.



sideboard
Dimensions: H73 W160 D50cm 

The Helford is perhaps a prime
example of our modern classical style. 
The clean contemporary lines are
enhanced subtle classical architectural 
flourishes and detailing.

The doors of the sideboard and legs of 
the table can be painted in a variety of 
paint colours. Call office for details.

Pictured: 
Helford Sideboard with Doors in F&B 

Downpipe & Blizzard Vase - Lime.



A sideboard with more than a hint of the 1950’s about it. Available in natural (as main picture) or earth stained
hardwood (as detail). The Chameleon has satin nickel legs and handles and internal shelves for storage.

chameleon

Dimensions: H68 W150 D48cm 



Our oldest sideboard design, Harbour has a definite maritime heritage. Manufactured in solid teak, with adjustable shelves, push latch 
doors & internal drawers in the centre section.

harbour

Dimensions: H75 W182 D55cm 



shoreditch
We have taken one design basis and applied it to two 
different rooms.

The shoreditch low unit & sideboard have storage 
compartments with adjustable shelves with sliding 
doors and central drawers.

SHOREDITCH low unit
Dimensions: H46 W120 D50cm

SHOREDITCH sideboard
Dimensions: H65 W120 D50cm

Where this icon is shown, the product is available in these finishes; 
natural, raw, protective oil, stained protective oil, whitewash & 
earth stain.
Different finishes are available on both of
these natural hardwood items.



HIGH BOARD   Dimensions: H133 W70 D45cm
SMALL SIDEBOARD  Dimensions: H73 W70 D45cm

ark
Some alternatives to the standard style sideboard, the Ark range’s
perfect proportions will find a home in a number of settings.
Made in solid hardwood with a grooved handle detail on the doors and 
drawers, the Ark opens up to a trove of storage solutions. 



table tops

CANTEEN WOOD
Natural hardwood tops.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases.
Available in four sizes.

Sizes Available: Ø58cm, Ø80cm,
70cm square & 140 x 80cm.

CHAMELEON
Natural hardwood blockwork table tops.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases.
Available in one size only.

Sizes Available: 60cm square.



SARDO table tops
A new range of stone table tops in Sardo Granite with a contemporary 
straight edge finish.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases. Available in six sizes.
Sizes Available:
Ø60cm, Ø90cm, Ø110cm,
70cm sq. & 135 x 70cm.

CARRARA table tops
We have updated these stone table tops in Carrara Marble with 
new sizes and a contemporary straight edge finish.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases. Available in six sizes.
Sizes Available:
Ø60cm, Ø90cm, Ø110cm,
70cm sq. & 135 x 70cm.

table tops



pigalle table bases

4 LEG BASE - BAR HEIGHT
Available in Kubu or Anthracite.
Takes up to a Ø80cm / 70 x 70cm 
sq. top.
Dimensions:
H110 W45 D45cm

RECTANGULAR BASE
Available in Kubu or Anthracite.
Takes up to a 160 x 90cm top.

Dimensions: H69.5 W45 D89cm

For 2023 we have revised our Pigalle table range slightly:
We have updated the colour choice to Kubu & Anthracite.
As well as this, the footprint of the bases have increased 
slightly so they can take larger tops.

Made from aluminium with matt powder coated finish, 
these bases are suitable for both indoor & outdoor use.



LARGE 4 LEG BASE
Available in Kubu or Anthracite.
Takes up to a Ø130cm or 110cm sq. top.
Dimensions: H69.5 W59 D59cm

kubu

anthracite

4 LEG BASE
Available in Kubu or Anthracite.
Takes up to a Ø100cm or 80cm Sq. top.
Dimensions: H69.5 W45 D45cm



CANTEEN 45cm base
Takes up to a Ø90cm top.
Dimensions: H73 Ø45cm 

CANTEEN thin stem base
Takes up to a Ø80cm top.
Dimensions: H73 Ø38cm 

CANTEEN square base
Takes up to a 70 x 70cm top.

Dimensions:
H73 W42 D42cm

CANTEEN
bar height base
Takes up to a 
Ø70cm top.
Dimensions:
H110 Ø43cm 

The Canteen have a cast iron base with 
stainless steel cover & upright tube. All 

bases are self assembly and are suitable for 
indoor or outdoor use. 

Please note, these bases are not suitable 
for use on coastal locations.

canteen table bases
An extremely versatile range of stainless 
steel table bases that can be used in a 
number of scenarios.

Available in four sizes, the Canteen base 
can be combined with the table top of your 

choice to create a number of different looks 
for interior or exterior spaces.

Simply select the most suitable size for the 
space you require.



helsinki & dalston

DALSTON chair
Bent wood chair in oak veneer.
The fixed upholstery is available in 
Biscuit & Anthracite.
The chair is also available
upholstered in C.O.M..
Dimensions:
H74 W49 D50 S48cm

HELSINKI
Helsinki is our mainstay upholstered
dining chair, available in our full range
of fabrics or C.O.M. It comes with either
a natural, protective oil, stained oil or
earth stained hardwood leg.
Dimensions: H83 W42 D57 S49cm 

DALSTON office chair
An office version of our popular 
Dalston chair. Available in the 
same fabric options as the dining 
chair. The wheeled chair rotates 
fully and is height adjustable.
Dimensions:
H71-84 W56 D56 S44-57cm



lauren

LAUREN kitchen stool
Now with improved construction.  
Available upholstered in Anthracite,
Mid Grey & Biscuit fabric.
Dimensions:
H87 W50 D47 S65cm

LAUREN chair
Now with improved construction. 
Available in three fabrics
(clockwise from top):
Anthracite, Mid Grey & Biscuit.
Dimensions:
H78 W57 D60 S48cm



SHOREDITCH 170cm dining bench (with back)
Dimensions: H90 W170 D58 S48cm

SHOREDITCH 130cm dining bench (with back)
Shown upholstered in Moon Skye Natural.
Dimensions: H90 W130 D58 S48cm

Pictured: Shoreditch 170cm Dining Bench - Pavilion Stripe Prairie, (2x) Bento Side Table,
Blizzard Vase - Powder Blue & Repas Coffee Cup & Saucer.

shoreditch

SHOREDITCH 95cm dining bench (with back)
Dimensions: H90 W95 D58 S48cm

The Shoreditch dining bench with back, is upholstered on a
hardwood frame with exposed wooden arms/legs.
The back of the bench has the option of being buttoned
(as per the 95cm version above).

A range of upholstered benches designed primarily to go 
with the Shoreditch dining table, but can also be used on 
their own. There are different types of bench:
The dining bench with back (see below)
or without back (see opposite).



SHOREDITCH dining chairs
With fixed upholstery in a choice 
of fabrics.
Shown upholstered in Moon 
Glamis Opal.

Armchair
Dimensions:
H90 W52 D58 S48cm

Side Chair
Dimensions:
H90 W45 D56 S48cm

SHOREDITCH backless bench
With fixed upholstery in a choice of fabrics and natural hardwood legs.
Available in three widths; 170cm, 130cm & 95cm.
Dimensions: H48 W170/130/95 D41cm



Dimensions:
100 Bench H47 W100 D40cm
205 Bench H47 W205 D40cm

BELLAGIO dining bench
The Bellagio benches have turned hardwood legs
and can be upholstered using our own range of
upholstery fabrics or customers own material (C.O.M.).

TANGIERS dining chair
Acute angles, stainless steel & 
natural pulut are complimented 
by this strikingly modern design, 
which is surprisingly comfortable. 
Optional pad available.
This chair is fully stackable.
Dimensions:
H81 W57 D52 S47cm

SALOON armchair
This high back armchair, woven
in natural pulut, is equally at 
home in a conservatory,
bedroom or around the dining 
table. The upholstery is available 
in our fabrics or C.O.M..
Dimensions:
H95 W60 D65 S48cm



RIB dining chair
Our version of the classic spindle back chair. A perfect combination of
function, heritage and craftsmanship. Not to mention the added comfort of 
the moulded seat Available in a Natural finish (Oiled Oak).
Dimensions: H90 W44 D53 S46.5cm

MESS dining chair
Based on the classic Tolix A - Chair by Xavier Pauchard.
Stylish, refined and comfortable, with a hard edge. The 
matt painted powder coated steel finish is available in 
matt Clay finish. Fully Stackable chair.
Dimensions: H85 W45.5 D53 S45cm



stools

MESS barstool
Stylish, refined and comfortable,
with a hard edge. Made in powder 
coated steel in a matt clay finish.
This is a stacking stool. 
Dimensions: H80 W43 D35cm

HOPS kitchen stool
Spindle style legs & rungs in natural 
hardwood with an upholstered seat 
in a choice of fabrics.
Dimensions: H66 W38 D38cm



stools

MENTON stools
With its gently curved seat &
angular legs, Menton is as elegant
as the French/Italian border town it
is named after. The barstool is made 
in plantation teak whilst the kitchen 
stool is in natural hardwood.
Dimensions:
Barstool H86 W38 D43 S76cm 
Kitchen Stool H76 W38 D43 S66cm

HARRIS kitchen stool
Slate weave with teak legs.
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use.
Dimensions:
H87 W52 D51 S67cm



repas porcelain
Repas porcelain, a favourite of some of our luxury boutique hotel 
customers, looks as good today as it did over 15 years ago when we first
developed it.

The simplicity of shape married with perfect proportions make it a
modern day classic.

Microwave & dishwasher safe.



teapot

breakfast cup & saucer tea cup & saucer espresso cup & saucer

side plate 19cm dinner plate 26cm large dinner dish 29cm

salad bowl 23cm soup plate 22.5cm cereal bowl 17cm

sugar bowl creamer mug



inheritance
Beautiful quality cutlery range.
Made from 18/10 stainless steel that has been 
stone washed to create an aged effect, hence 
the name. Dishwasher safe.

Items available (left to right):
dessert fork, dinner fork,
dessert knife, dinner knife,
dinner spoon, dessert spoon
tea spoon

Pictured: Inheritance Cutlery Range & Repas Porcelain.





bed & bath



shoreditch Our popular Shoreditch range continues to grow at pace. We have now added a range of bedroom 
furniture which carries on the same themes of style, strength, warmth and comfort.
All items are made in natural hardwood and come complete with a protective oil treatment.

SHOREDITCH bed
With hardwood feet and wooden slats. Available in 6ft, 5ft & 4ft 6” sizes.
An upholstered version is also available.
The bed can be used with any of our upholstered headboards.
Dimensions: H24 W183/152/137 D198/190cm

SHOREDITCH wardrobe
In natural hardwood with protective oil

treatment. The wardrobe has an internal rail 
& shelf with dual bottom drawers.

Dimensions: H190 W110 D63cm

Main Picture: Shoreditch Dressing Table & Mirror, Shoreditch Bedside Table, Shoreditch 5ft bed with 5ft Slim 
Headboard in Parchment Linen, Shoreditch Chest of Drawers, Lauren Chair - Anthracite, Shoreditch Wardrobe,
Woodstock table lamp - Mid Grey, Ilma Large Vase - Opal & Stitch rugs - Pebble - 170 x 240cm & 75 x 150cm. 



SHOREDITCH bedside table
Dimensions: H49 W48 D45cm

SHOREDITCH upholstered bed
Upholstered rails with hardwood corners and feet. Available in any of our fabrics 
or C.O.M.. Available in 6ft, 5ft, 4ft 6” & 3ft sizes.
Shown with our Shoreditch upholstered headboard.
Dimensions: H24 W183/152/137/90 D198/190cm

SHOREDITCH chest of drawers
Dimensions: H112 W85 D45cm

Bed & Headboard are 
shown upholstered in 
Parchment Linen. 

SHOREDITCH
dressing table & tilt hinged mirror

Dressing Table
Dimensions: H75 W120 D50cm

Mirror (shown on opposite page)
Dimensions: H35 W78 D3cm



ark

Pictured: Ark Bedside Table - Natural,
Cage Small Table Lamp, Shoreditch Upholstered 
Bed - 5ft with Shoreditch Headboard - 5ft,
Ark Chest Of Drawers, Cage Large Table Lamp
& Mane Rug Slate - 170 x 240cm

So pleased were we, with the proportions of the Ark range, we have expanded it to cover bedroom furniture.
Made in solid hardwood with a grooved handle detail on the drawers, the Ark will work with a number of our bedroom 
range’s such as Totem, Dormir and Shoreditch.



Dimensions:
Bedside Table
H50 W40 D40cm

Chest Of Drawers
H72.5 W100 D50cm

ARK bedside &
chest of drawers

ANKARA
laundry basket
Croco weave on a 
rattan frame.
Dimensions:
H60 Ø51cm

CHAMELEON wall shelf
Natural hardwood shelf.
Dimensions: H9 W50 D32cm

SCOUT folding luggage rack
A luggage rack in natural hardwood 

which folds flat when not in use.
Dimensions: H48 W60 D44cm



WALTER double bed
With upholstered bed head and hardwood slats. Shown in teak, also available in walnut. 
Dimensions: H100 W142 D197cm

walter Fantastically well made in a very high 
quality, teak or walnut veneer.
Our mid-century bedroom range has had 
a refresh.

The Walter bed comes in both double and king sizes with 
solid wood slats,the bedhead has an upholstered panel, 
available in any of our fabrics or c.o.m..



WALTER king size bed
With upholstered bed head and hardwood slats. Shown in walnut, also available in teak. 
Dimensions: H100 W157 D205cm



TENBY bedside tables
A neat new addition to the range, the Tenby bedside is available in
(clock wise from top left) chalk, shale, all chalk & all natural.
Like the other items in the Tenby range, this is made from solid oak,
except for the Chalk version which is painted birch. 
Dimensions: H50 W48 D42cm

WALTER wardrobe
Beautifully veneered, mid-century style double wardrobe with adjustable 
feet, internal rail and top shelf. Shown in teak, also available in walnut.
Dimensions: H190 W120 D60cm



Pictured: Dormir 5ft Bed - Earth, (2x) Long Island 
Small Bedside Tables - Shale, (2x) Cairn Table 
Lamps Earth with 25/20 Shades - White, Long 
Island Dressing Table with Mirror - Shale, 35cm
Upholstered Cube - Pavilion Stripe Terre &
Woodstock Table Lamp - Soft White.

DORMIR four poster bed
Available in King or Queen size.
Dimensions: H206 W163 or 194 D212cm

dormir Dormir is our simple yet beautiful, four poster bed in an earth brown finish.
Due to the size of the bed, please check with the office with regards the access required.



OTTOMAN BED BASE
Wonderful for storage, these bed bases are available in a wide range of fabrics and velvets. These bases can be used with any of our mattresses.
Can be ordered with either a “north to south” or “east to west” opening.
Dimensions: Available in 3ft, 4ft 6”, 5ft & 6ft sizes. Height 38cm

bed bases

FABRIC
asphalt  

FABRIC
earth 

FABRIC
cosmos    

FABRIC
natural 

FABRIC
nimbus     

VELVET
bark  

VELVET
cream 

VELVET
black    

VELVET
fuschia

VELVET
pebble    

VELVET
plum slate     

VELVET
shale   



divans & mattresses

MATTRESS

Single - 90 x 190cm (3ft x 6ft 3”) 

Double - 137 x 190cm (4ft 6” x 6ft 3”) 

King - 152 x 198cm (5ft x 6ft 6”) 

Queen - 183 x 198cm (6ft x 6ft 6”) 

DIVAN SET (base & mattress)

Single - 90 x 190cm (3ft x 6ft 3”) 

Double - 137 x 190cm (4ft 6” x 6ft 3”) 

King - 152 x 198cm (5ft x 6ft 6”) 

Queen - 183 x 198cm (6ft x 6ft 6”) 

DEEP QUILTED

ü

ü

ü

û

DEEP QUILTED

ü

ü

ü

û

SUPER TUFTED

ü

ü

ü

ü

SUPER TUFTED

ü

ü

ü

ü

1000 COUNT POCKET

ü

ü

ü

ü

1000 COUNT POCKET

ü

ü

ü

ü

We have four different qualities to choose from: Deep Quilted, Super Tufted, 1000 Count &
2000 Count Pocket Sprung. Each have their own uses, so take your pick.

DEEP QUILTED
An open coil mattress with individual high
tensile steel springs that are linked
together. The outer edges are framed 
with heavy gauge wire to keep their 
shape. Various layers of padding are 
then applied to create the right balance 
of comfort and firmness.

Our recommendation: Occasional use 
or show homes.

Height: Mattress 22cm
Divan (base only) 38cm

SUPER TUFTED
An orthopaedic open coil mattress with 
generous cotton & felt padding for 
comfort and durability. The outer core of 
the mattress is buttoned or tufted to help 
stabilise the spring units. Super tufted 
mattresses are finished in cotton ticking.

Our recommendation: A good,
orthopaedic quality mattress. Suitable for 
everyday use.

Height: Mattress 24cm
Divan (base only) 38cm

1000 COUNT POCKET
These luxury mattresses deal effectively 
with any pressure points, making them 
a perfect sleeping surface. Pocket 
Sprung mattresses are finished in
cotton ticking.

Our recommendation: A luxury
mattress. Suitable for everyday use.

Height: Mattress 26cm
Divan (base only) 38cm

2000 COUNT POCKET
These mattresses have a firmer base 
than the 1000 pocket versions.
Luxurious polyester fillings & butterfly 
clips around the entire mattress give 
added support & the border is quilted 
using a top grade durable cotton
material.

Our recommendation: A luxury
mattress. Suitable for everyday use.

Height: Mattress 26cm
Divan (base only) 38cm

2000 COUNT POCKET

ü

ü

ü

ü

2000 COUNT POCKET

ü

ü

ü

ü

Zip & Link Options Available for King & Queen û ü ü ü

Single (with Guest Bed) - 90 x 190cm û û ûü

Divan Sets are available with several drawer options (2 Drawer, 4 Drawer, End Drawer & Slide Store), call the office for details.



BOX VALANCE
Made to order in any of our upholstery fabrics or C.O.M.. 

Dimensions: Available in 3ft, 4ft 6”, 5ft & 6ft sizes. 

Pictured: 5ft Divan Set inc. Mattress,
5ft Box Valance & 5ft Deep Buttoned
Headboard - Both in Velvet Midnight,
(2x) Long Island Bedside Tables - Chalk, 
(2x) Newlyn Table Lamp - Mid Grey &
Scout Folding Luggage Rack - Natural.



headboards

SLIM
This thin profiled headboard 

is simplicity in itself. 
Dimensions:

H80 D5cm

A range of upholstered headboards, all made to order. We can upholster headboards in any of our upholstery fabrics or in any 
suitable customers own material (c.o.m.). Standard Designs are available in 3ft, 4ft 6”, 5ft & 6ft sizes. The headboards can use 
struts or be wall mounted (dependent on the weight).

Cant find anything suitable? We have the flexibility to produce headboards in bespoke designs & sizes that meet your
requirements. Contact the office to discuss in more detail.

DEEP BUTTONED
Luxuriant deep buttoned

headboard.
Dimensions: D4.5cm

3ft  Height - 97cm (75cm from mattress)
4ft 6” & 5ft  Height - 100cm (88cm from mattress)

6ft Height - 114cm (92cm from mattress)

SHOREDITCH
Slim profile headboard with simple button 
detail. Goes perfectly with our Shoreditch 
beds.
Dimensions: D6cm
3ft  Height - 60cm
4ft 6” & 5ft  Height - 68cm
6ft Height - 73cm

SECTOR
Upholstered in square panel sections.
The sector comes in 1 or 2 square heights
(2 square height pictured).
Dimensions:
1 Square - H69 (49 from mattress) D8cm
2 Square - H116 (92 from mattress) D8cm



OTTO blanket chest
With hinged lid and stay. Available 
upholstered in any of our fabrics or C.O.M.. 
Dimensions: H43 W100 D45cm

CHESTERFIELD storage ottoman
Fully upholstered storage unit with deep buttoned 
hinged lid, hardwood feet and stay.
Dimensions: H46 W131 D46cm



TOTEM clothes & shoe rail
An elegant alternative to a 
traditional wardrobe.
Made in natural hardwood.
Dimensions:
H180 W100 D50cm

totem Our extremely popular range offers smart solutions for 
hallways, lounges, bedrooms & bathrooms.
For more examples of the Totem range, please see the 
living section. 



TOTEM wall mounted rail 
& wall mounted rail with top shelf
We have two versions of our wall mounted rail,
one with a top shelf for extra storage.
An ideal solution for smaller bedrooms & hallways.
Dimensions: Both versions H178 W50 D45cm

TOTEM towel rail
Dimensions:
H76 W60 D25cm



STITCH wool rugs

100% wool rugs on a cotton canvas backing.
Available in three new colourways and four sizes. 

Sizes:
75 x 150cm
140 x 200cm
170 x 240cm
200 x 300cm

flint

rugs, mirrors
& soft furnishings

oyster

cobblestone



mane
Deep shag pile.
Available in three colours: camel, slate & mink.

100% wool on a cotton backing.

Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm, 200 x 300cm

slate

mink

camel



border

Available in two colourways: naturals, taupe/caramel.

100% wool on a cotton backing.

Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm & 120 x 180cm (naturals only)

taupe/caramel

naturals



SHADOW
Thick shag pile. 100% wool on a cotton backing.
Colour: Fawn/Oatmeal.
Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm

SHADOW
Thick shag pile. 100% wool on a cotton backing.
Colour: Peat/Mushroom.
Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm

RIBS
Tufted pile. 100% wool on a cotton canvas backing.
Colour: Earths/Rust.
Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm

RIBS
Tufted pile. 100% wool on a cotton canvas backing.
Colour: Greys.
Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm

PEBBLE
Large looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton backing.
Colour: Cream.
Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm

FLEECE
100% New Zealand wool with silk threads.
Colour: Natural.
Sizes Available: 170 x 240cm



PORTHOLE
Tufted and looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton
canvas backing.
Colour: Fawn.
Sizes Available: 140 x 200cm & 170 x 240cm 

STEPPING STONE
Tufted and looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton
canvas backing.
Colour: Grey.
Sizes Available: 140 x 200cm

SPACE
Tufted and looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton
canvas backing.
Colour: Putty.
Sizes Available: 140 x 200cm

PORTHOLE
Tufted and looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton
canvas backing.
Colour: Hay.
Sizes Available: 140 x 200cm & 170 x 240cm 

STEPPING STONE
Tufted and looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton
canvas backing.
Colour: Stone.
Sizes Available: 140 x 200cm

SPACE
Tufted and looped pile. 100% wool on a cotton
canvas backing.
Colour: Coffee.
Sizes Available: 140 x 200cm



FLEECE wool rugs
100% New Zealand wool with silk threads.
Colour: Clay.
Sizes Available: 100 x 150cm

STITCH wool rugs
100% wool on a cotton canvas backing.
Colour: Spelt
Sizes Available: 75 x 150cm

FLOCK
Thick shag pile. 75% wool, 20% cotton &
5% silk, on a cotton backing.
Colour: Cream.
Sizes Available: 75 x 150cm

STITCH wool rugs
100% wool on a cotton canvas backing.
Colour: Shale.
Sizes Available: 75 x 150cm

flock natural

fleece clay

stitch spelt

smaller rugs



dhurries & cushion covers
A range of fine quality Indian made Dhurrie rugs. Inspired by nature, these 

designs are available in two sizes and four colourways.  

munro

dune ocean lagoon

Sizes Available: 75 x 150cm, 140 x 200cm



cote monoblock prairie terre

crewel Made In India. 50% cotton, 50% wool.

charcoal gloaming oatmeal peatland

Made In India. 100% cotton. Matching throws available.tiree

crochet

prairieocean munro lagoon dune

elements Made In India. 100% cotton. Matching dhurrie available.
Made In India.
100% cotton.



Inspired by the landscape of the Hebrides, our new range of beautifully made throws will add instant warmth and comfort. 
100% Cotton. Made In India.throws

TIREE charcoal
130 x 170cm throw

45cm cushion cover also shown.

TIREE gloaming
130 x 170cm throw

45cm cushion cover also shown.

TIREE oatmeal
130 x 170cm throw

45cm cushion cover also shown.

TIREE peatland
130 x 170cm throw

45cm cushion cover also shown.

charcoal gloaming oatmeal peatland



ISLAY charcoal
130 x 170cm throw

ISLAY peatland
130 x 170cm throw

IONA charcoal
130 x 170cm throw

JURA stone
130 x 170cm throw

ISLAY charcoal ISLAY peatland IONA charcoal JURA stone



ENO mirror
Natural or earth stained hardwood. 
Dimensions: H163 W117 D5cm

mirrors From 5 star hotels, to homes, bars and boudoirs, our hardwood mirrors have graced many a room.
The designs range in size from the dainty to the domineering, and many in-between.

All our mirrors can be hung portrait or 
landscape unless stated otherwise.

SIX mirrors
Earth stained mahogany mirror range with
aluminium insert detail. Available in three sizes.
Dimensions:
H64/86/136 W64 D3cm



PROFILE mirror
Hardwood frame with grooved detail. 
Available in natural or earth stain. 
Dimensions: H85 W85 D3cm

SLIM mirror
Available in natural 
or earth stained 
hardwood with
alternating detail.
Can be hung
portrait only.
Dimensions:
H105 W35 D3cm

CLEOPATRA mirror
Available in natural hardwood or painted 
in any of our standard colours. 
Dimensions: H100 W80 D4cm

MARRAKESH
round mirror
An updated version of 
our popular round mirror 
in natural hardwood with 
hand carved detailing.
Dimensions: Ø50 D5cm



HANCOCK (pictured right)
coat & shoe stand with mirror

A new solution for hallways and boot rooms 
made in natural hardwood with slatted shelves 

for shoes, hanging pegs and in-built mirror.
Please note, requires wall fixing. 

Dimensions: H180 W62 D35cm

ENSO mirrors
Injecting a touch of zen like 
calm into any interior. These 
beautifully made hanging
mirrors come in three sizes 
and come complete with 
wooden hanging peg. The full 
length mirror can hung either 
landscape of portrait.

Dimensions:
Enso 40 - H48 Ø40 D3cm
Enso 60 - H87 Ø60 D3cm
Enso full length - H150 W40 D5cm



block

The simplicity of this design really shows off the beauty of the 
hardwood. It also means it works with several different styles 
in different spaces. For best results we recommend pairing 
with our Chameleon units.

Available in three sizes and two finishes;
natural or earth stain.

Dimensions: H75 W75/100/150 D4cm

BLOCK mirror - long

BLOCK mirror - medium

BLOCK mirror - short



lighting





TRI floor lamp base
Solid wood lamp 
base available in 
natural or earth 
stain. The natural 
is shown with the 
50/60 natural shade, 
the earth is shown 
with the 50/60 white 
shade. 
Dimensions:
H160 W55 D55cm

wooden floor lamps
CURLEW floor lamp base
Solid Wood floor lamp base available in 
natural with clear coiled cable or earth 
stain with black coiled cable. Natural 
shown with 40/34 Ash Grey Shade. 
Earth shown with 40/34 Shale shade.
Dimensions: H132 W40 D40cm

TOWER floor lamp base
Solid wood floor lamp 
base available in natural or 
earth stain. Shown in
natural with the 55/45 
shade in white.
Dimensions:
H130 W53 D53cm

SAPLING
floor lamp base

Solid wood lamp 
base available in 

natural. Shown
with the 40/34

natural  shade. 
Dimensions:

H130 W40 D40cm



We have designed these floor lamps to accentuate the natural beauty of the wood and make a real statement of intent.

CROSS
floor lamp base
Solid wood lamp 
base available in 
natural, earth stain 
& now in a painted* 
finish. The natural 
is shown with the 
40/34 natural shade, 
the earth is shown 
with the 40/34 white 
shade, the painted 
with 40/34 in shale. 
Dimensions:
H130 W35 D35cm

* The painted version is available in a variety of paint colours.
Call office for details.

COIL floor lamps
Hardwood floor lamp with in-built shade 
& bent plywood coil detail. Available 
in two heights. The 150 uses a 20/40 
shade & the 100 uses a 20/23 shade.
Dimensions: H150 or 100 Ø35cm

KEEP floor lamp
Natural
hardwood with 
braided cable.
Dimensions: 
H120 W35 D35cm



floor lamps Cool & stylish, yet eminently practical, our contemporary floor lamps will add that touch of modernity 
to any room.

top shade

whitechalk

shale stone

jet white

all 
natural

natural

KINSALE lamp tables
Includes integral lamp &

shade in corresponding colour.
Available in both

40cm & 60cm sizes.  
Dimensions:

H135 Ø40cm or H141 Ø60cm                                    

The 40cm sizes use a 
25/20 shade

The 60cm sizes use a 
35/30 shade                          

TENBY lamp tables
Includes integral lamp &
shade in corresponding colour.
Available in both 40cm &
60cm sizes.
Dimensions:
H135 Ø40cm or H141 Ø60cm                                    

CUBIC floor lamp base
Solid wood base with satin 
chrome stem. Shown in earth 
also available in natural.
Dimensions:
H148 W12 D12cm

PACIFIC
floor lamp base (far left)
Solid beech base with satin 
chrome stem. 
Dimensions: H144 Ø20cm

Both the Pacific & Cubic 
bases are shown with the 
20/23 drum shade in white.

MARAIS floor lamp (with table)
A combination of metal painted in

soft white & beech hardwood.
Complete with off white shade.

 Dimensions: H159 Ø40cm                                    



NEWLYN
adjustable floor lamp 
Adjustable metal floor lamp 
with subtle beech hardwood 
detailing. Available in soft white
and mid grey.
Dimensions:
H130-155 W72-77 D26cm

adjustable floor lamps

MAGNA floor lamp
Matt painted metal floor 

lamp with LED light. 
Available in Soft White.

Dimensions:
H150 Ø28cm

BRUGES
adjustable floor lamps

Adjustable metal floor lamp 
in putty or dark grey.

Dimensions:
H110-150 W50-62 D25cm

CAMDEN floor lamp
Matt painted metal floor 
lamp with a small
footprint, great for
compact areas.
Available in Dark Grey
or Soft White.
Dimensions:
H142-152 W39-44 
D23cm



SOHO floor lamp 
Fully adjustable metal floor 
lamp in mid-grey with matching 
fabric cable.
Dimensions:
H118-183 W123-60 D32cm

STRAND floor lamp
An elegant floor lamp in a 
combination of wood and matt 
painted metal with fabric cable. 
Shown in Dark Grey also
available in Soft White.
Dimensions:
H155 W77 D32cm

TRIPOD floor lamp 
Elegant metal floor lamp with adjustable 
shade and monochrome fabric cable.
Available in two matt colours:
heather & mid-grey.
Dimensions:
H133 W52 D52cm



antwerp An oversized fully adjustable floor lamp and dainty adjustable table lamp in subtle matt colours.
The table lamp is available in soft white & dark grey whilst the floor lamp is available in stone, soft white, 
blue, pastoral green and dark grey.

floor lamp
Dimensions: H90-180 W70-110 D37cm

table lamp
Dimensions: H38-68 W34-45 D20cm

blue
floor lamp only

stone
floor lamp only

pastoral 
green

floor lamp only

soft white dark grey



BALTIC lamp bases

Available in two finishes; grey & stone.
The lamps have a matt finish on the base and lower stem, while the 
adjustable upper stem has a brushed satin nickel finish.

Dimensions:
Floor Lamp - H100-130 W20 D20cm
Table Lamp - H40-50 W15 D15cm

Baltic table lamp in Grey & 
25/20 shade in Grey.

stone grey

Baltic floor lamp in grey & 35/30 
grey shade.

Baltic floor 
lamp in stone 
& 35/30 stone 
shade.

Baltic table lamp 
in stone & 25/20 

stone shade.



vienna An elegant wooden lamp range with a turned detail.
Now available in natural hardwood, earth stain or alternatively add your own twist on the look by
choosing the painted version in a variety of paint colours. Call the office for details.

floor lamp base 
Dimensions: H130 Ø25cm

table lamp base 
Dimensions: H64 Ø20cm

Painted version 
in F&B London 
Clay, shown with 
the 40/34 natural 
shade.

Painted version 
in Shale, shown 

with the 35/30 
grey shade.

Earth version 
shown with the 
35/30 shade in 
stone.

Earth version 
shown with the 
30/25 shade in 

natural.

Natural version 
shown with the 
40/34 shade in 
white.

Natural version 
shown with the 
35/30 shade in 

natural.





table lamps

WOODSTOCK table lamp
A dainty desk lamp in a
combination of wood and matt 
painted metal with fabric cable.
Available in Soft White and Mid Grey.
Dimensions:
H70-45 W47-31 D11cm

NEWLYN
adjustable table lamp 
Table lamp with subtle beech
hardwood detailing. Available 
in soft white and mid grey.
Dimensions:
H41-56 W46 D15cm

QUIN table lamp
Bentwood table lamp 
with exposed lamp 
holder in mid grey and 
clear cable.
Dimensions:
H22 W23 D6cm

BLOOMSBURY adjustable table lamp 
Metal desk lamp with adjustable head, available in 
two subtle eggshell colours; stone & soft white. 
Dimensions: H48 W15 D32cm

BRUGES lamps
Adjustable metal 
lamps in putty or
dark grey.
Dimensions:
H52-62 W30-50 
D18cm



table lamps

CAIRN table lamp base 
Tapered wood base with satin 
steel stem. Available in earth 
(as shown) or natural. Shown 
with a 25/20 shade in natural.
Dimensions: H55 W9 D9cm

CUBE table lamp base 
Solid wood base available in

natural (as shown) or earth 
stained. Shown with a 20/23 

white shade.
Dimensions: H42 W10 D10cm

Choose the mood & we have the lamp to help create a fitting atmosphere.

CROSS table lamp base 
Solid wood lamp base 
available in natural or 
earth stain. Shown with a 
30/25 shade in white. 
Dimensions:
H58 W20 D20cm

CHLOE
table lamp base

Turned lamp base in 
natural hardwood. 

Shown with a 30/25 
shade in white.
Dimensions:

H50 Ø15cm

BLOCK square lamp base
A substantial wooden lamp 
base in natural hardwood 
blockwork. Shown with a 
square 18/27 shade.
Dimensions:
H28 W18 D18cm



TEARDROP table lamp base
Droplet shaped lamp base in 
natural hardwood with cast
aluminium neck detail. Shown 
with a 30/25 shade in white.
Dimensions: H39 Ø12cm

GROOVE table lamp bases
Cylindrical lamp bases in natural 
hardwood with recessed lampholder 
and grooved detail. Available in two 
sizes; 12cm & 9cm.
Dimensions:
H12 Ø12cm & H9 Ø9cm

KEEP lamps
Combines the warmth of 
natural timber with strong 
structural lines.
Natural hardwood with 
braided cable.
Dimensions:
H35 W20 D20cm

BULB lamp bases
Generously proportioned curva-
ceous lamp bases in solid natural 
hardwood. The large is shown with a 
40/34 shade, the medium is shown 
with a 30/25 shade.
Dimensions:
Large H48 Ø25cm
Medium H37 Ø18cm



GIZA table lamp base
Lamp base woven in natural paper 
cord on a painted metal frame.
Shown with a 35/30 shade.
Dimensions: H39 Ø27cm

RABAT table lamp
Table lamp woven in water hyacinth 
on a painted metal frame.
Dimensions: H41 Ø21cm

MALI table lamp base
Lamp base woven in water hyacinth 
on a painted metal frame.
Shown with a 30/25 shade.
Dimensions: H36 Ø17cm



table lamps

JAR table lamp 
Glass shade with metal 
lampholder in dark grey.
Dimensions: H30 Ø16cm

PORTMAN table lamp
Cage style table lamp in a 
painted steel finish.
Available in soft white or 
anthracite.
Dimensions: H40 Ø18cm

FUJI lamp base
Painted metal lamp base in a 
dark grey finish. Shown with the 
35/30 shade in grey.
Dimensions:
H59 W16 D16cm

KEW table lamp
Neatly sized
framework style lamp
in dark grey with 
opaque bulb cover.
Dimensions:
H25 W14 D14cm

BALLOON table lamp 
Fabric table lamp in two colours: grey & taupe. 
Dimensions: H37 Ø32cm





urban

URBAN hanging lamp
Cast concrete lamp shade with steel shade lining, comes complete 
with monochrome fabric cable and chromed steel ceiling rose.
Dimensions: Shade H21 Ø20cm - Total drop 115cm

URBAN
spherical lamp base

Shown with a 35/30 grey 
felt shade.

Dimensions:
H34 Ø25cm

URBAN elliptical lamp base
Shown with a 55/24 coolie grey 
felt shade.
Dimensions: H50 Ø20cm

Cast concrete lamp range 
showcasing the warmth, 

flexibility & sensitivity of an 
under appreciated material.



pendants

CONTRAST hanging lamps
The industrial design roots of these spun steel pendant lamps are
softened by the subtle colourways. The lamp includes the clear cord and 
ceiling rose in corresponding colour. Available in three sizes, the Mini size 
has a contrasting neck detail.

Dimensions: 
LARGE CONTRAST (Dark Grey & Stone only)
Shade H41 Ø40cm - Total drop 100cm

MEDIUM CONTRAST (All Colours)
Shade H27 Ø26cm - Total drop 155cm

MINI CONTRAST (Soft White & Stone)
Shade H23 Ø16cm - Total drop 150cm

MEDIUM
CONTRAST

stonedark grey

soft white blue

MINI
CONTRAST

DOME glass pendant lamp
Elegant yet industrial pendant.
The glass shade comes complete 
with dark grey metal lampholder,
ceiling rose and fabric cable.
Dimensions: 
H34 Ø13.5cm
Total drop - 120cm
Shown with the Tube
filament bulb.

NEWLYN dish pendant lamp
Metal pendant lamps lamp with subtle beech 
hardwood detailing.
Available in soft white and mid grey.
Dimensions: 
H20 Ø39cm - Total drop - 115cm

LARGE CONTRAST



BALLOON hanging shade
Fabric hanging shade in two colours: taupe & grey. 
Dimensions: H37 Ø32cm

FUNNEL hanging shade
Fabric hanging shade in taupe. 
Dimensions: H37 Ø21cm

CITY hanging lamps
Simple spun steel pendant lamps in two colours; dark grey & soft white. 
Includes the clear cord and ceiling rose in corresponding colour.
Dimensions: Shade H23 Ø38cm - Total drop 100cm

ACORN pendant lamp
Elegant and warming pendant 
lamp with wooden ceiling rose  
& lamp holder, glass shade and 
fabric cable.
Dimensions: H28 Ø18cm
(Total Drop 114cm)

VISP hanging lamp
Industrial style pendant in soft white.
Includes the fabric cord and ceiling 
rose in corresponding colour.
Dimensions:
Shade H22 Ø36cm - Total drop 150cm



CAGE pendant lamps
Elegant pendant lamps in black 
painted wire.
Dimensions:
Large Pendant Lamp
H52 Ø30cm - Total Drop 125cm

Small Pendant Lamp 
H32 Ø20cm - Total Drop 115cm

CAGE table lamps
Atmospheric table lamps in 
black painted wire.
Dimensions:
Large Table Lamp
H52 Ø30cm

Small Pendant Lamp 
H32 Ø20cm

OSAKA pendant shade
The deftly made frame in bent bamboo 
will add warmth and texture to any room. 
Can combine with our Tahiti ceiling roses 
to form a complete pendant.
Available in Natural or Dark Grey.
Dimensions: H42 Ø38cm

KEW globe pendant lamp
A refined take on the cage style 
pendant lamp.
Available in Dark Grey or Putty. 
Dimensions:
H40 Ø40cm
Total Drop 300cm



TRAD wire hanging shade
Painted wire hanging shade. Works best when 
used with our Tahiti ceiling roses.
Available in dark grey or putty.
Dimensions: H40 Ø40cm
Shown with the E27 Pear Shaped Filament Bulb.

BELL wire pendant
Painted wire pendant available in 

dark grey or putty. Comes
complete with fabric cable and

ceiling rose in corresponding colour.
Dimensions: H25 Ø20cm

Total drop - 120cm
Shown with the E27 80mm

Globe Filament Bulb.



PRAGUE chandelier
This elegantly shaped chandelier is available in a subtle matt 
dark grey. Comes complete with cable, chain & corresponding 
ceiling rose.
Dimensions: Body H57 W66 D60cm - Total drop 180cm

137

LACE candelabra
A more intimate version of the Prague.
Available in three subtle matt colours;
dark grey, stone and soft white.
Dimensions: Body H57 W66 D60cm - Total drop 176cm

stonedark grey soft white



CLOCHE pendant lamps
Minimal pendant lamp with painted steel
lampholder, ceiling rose & fabric cable in cor-
responding colour.
Available in Dark Grey, Blue, Red & White. 
Dimensions: H9 Ø6cm - Total drop - 176cm

SILICON pendant lamp (far right)
Minimal pendant lamp with black silicon
lampholder, ceiling rose & fabric cable. 
Dimensions: H5.5 Ø4.5cm - Total drop - 
118cm

CEILING ROSE
pendant fitting (b22)
Cupped brushed nickel 
ceiling rose with black 
flex and integral fixing 
plate.
Dimensions: Ø10cm
Cable length 120cm

TAHITI CEILING ROSE pendant fitting (e27) (below)
Cupped ceiling rose & lampholder in painted steel with fabric flex and integral
fixing plate. Available in Putty or Dark Grey.
Dimensions: Ø10cm - Cable length 120cm



FILAMENT decorative bulbs (above)
Filament style light bulbs in a variety of sizes.
Sizes available:
Tube E27 40w & Pear Shape E14 25w

TubePear Shape E14

FILAMENT led bulbs
High quality, warm white,
spiral filament style LED bulbs.

Sizes available:
Globe 125mm E27 6w
Globe 80mm E27 3w
Pear Shape E27 3w

Globe 125mm
E27

Pear Shape
E27

Globe 80mm
E27

FINCH lamp
A versatile and innovative little lamp that can be used 
on a bedside, as a wall light, reading lamp etc..
The magnetic lampholder is movable whilst the angled 
base plate can be free standing or fastened to a
surface of your choice. 
Dimensions: H10 Ø11cm



SHELFY
mirror/wall light
An addition to our popular shelfy 
range, this metal wall shelf & mirror has 
a movable magnetic lampholder.
Available in Soft White & Mid Grey.
Dimensions: H45 W24 D11cm

SHELFY wall light
Metal wall shelf with movable magnetic
lamp holder. Available in Soft white or Mid Grey.
Dimensions: H12 W35 D12cm

TASK wall/ceiling light
Rolled metal edge shade with wing-nut 
adjustable arms.
Fully height adjustable, with rotating head.
Available in stone (as shown) or mid grey.
Dimensions: H+/- 103 W15 D29 - 100cm

KEW wall shelf lamp
Framework style lamp in dark grey with
built-in shelf.
Dimensions: H30 W40 D22cm





 

Conical shades which are marked Lamp or Hanging have a reversible metal gimbal, allowing 
them to be used either as a pendant shade or as a lampshade. 
On larger conical shades this is not possible, so they are either one type or the other. 

All shades are fabric with a white lining.

CYLINDER SHADES - White lining & white painted metal framework.

COLOURS AVAILABLE TYPESIZE

Lamp &
Hanging

Ø20cm

H23cm natural white

Lamp &
Hanging

H20cm

Ø40cm

coffee

CONICAL SHADES  - Standard shades with white lining & white painted metal framework.

COLOURS AVAILABLE TYPESIZE

Lamp &
Hanging

Lamp &
Hanging

Ø25cm

H20cm
Ø20cm

Ø30cm

H25cm
Ø25cm

natural white

natural stonegrey white

Lamp &
Hanging
Felt - lamp only

CONICAL SHADES  - Standard shades with white lining & white painted metal framework.

COLOURS AVAILABLE TYPESIZE

Ø35cm

H30cm
Ø30cm

Lamp Onlynatural white

Lamp Onlynatural whitecoffee

Lamp Only
H34cm

Ø40cm

Ø34cm

shalenaturalash grey white

grey stonegrey felt natural white

Lamp Only

Ø55cm

H24cm

Ø15cm

coolie
grey felt

H60cm

Ø50cm

Ø40cm

H45cm

Ø55cm

Ø45cm

SQUARE SHADES - White lining & white painted metal framework.

COLOURS AVAILABLE TYPESIZE

Lamp &
Hanging

white

W/D27cm

H18cm



accessories





COLLAR  large vase
Handmade clear glass 
with roll neck detail.
Dimensions:
H70 Ø24cm

glass vases

WAVE aubergine vase
Clear glass with
coloured detail.
Dimensions:
H45 Ø20cm

WAVE opal vase
Clear glass with
coloured detail.
Dimensions:
H45 Ø20cm

WAVE vase
Clear glass.
Dimensions:
H45 Ø20cm

BLIZZARD vase
Clear glass with coloured detail.
Available in two colours (left to right),
lime & powder blue.
Dimensions: H30 Ø12cm

FLUTE vases
Clear glass with pleat style detail.
Available in two sizes.
Dimensions:
30cm - H30 Ø12cm
20cm - H20 Ø12cm



SHOULDER tall vase
Glass vase with
shouldered neck detail.
Dimensions:
H20 Ø10cm

SHOULDER mini vase
Small glass vase with shouldered 
neck detail.
Dimensions: H10 Ø10cm

SHOULDER glass vases
Handmade clear glass. 
Available in two sizes.
Dimensions:
21 (Large) - H21 Ø17cm
16 (Small) - H16 Ø13cm

GHENT flower vase
Handmade glass. Typically this vase will have 
imperfections which are part of the overall look.
Dimensions:
H29 Ø19cm



small glass bottles



AMELIE bottle
Clear glass.
Dimensions: H9 Ø8cm

CELESTE bottle
Available in Clear or 
Light Green glass.
Dimensions: H10 Ø6cm

CAMILE bottle
Available in Clear or Vintage Green glass.
Dimensions: H13 Ø5cm

GISELLE bottle
Clear glass.
Dimensions: H12 Ø9cm

ODETTE bottle
Clear glass.
Dimensions: H11 Ø9cm



MORIA hurricane lamp
Glass hurricane lamps in a black
painted metal frame.
Available in two sizes.
Dimensions:
30cm H30 Ø16.5cm - Glass 16cm High
35cm H35 Ø16.5cm - Glass 20.5cm High

monochrome

PORTOFINO vase
Available in black or white glass.
Dimensions: H20 W15 D5cm

SARDINIA vase
White or black glass.
Dimensions:
H25 Ø5cm

ENVELOPE vase
White ceramic vase with black 
wood surround.
Dimensions: H31 W25 D9cm

ORLEON vases
Ceramic vases in 
matt black or white.
Dimensions: 
Medium - H60 
Ø10cm



hurricane lamps

FESTIVAL hurricane lamps
Fine quality handmade clear glass.
Dimensions:
Large - H36 Ø23cm  Small - H25 Ø16cm

BEDOUIN hurricane lamps
Clear glass.
Dimensions:
35cm - H36 Ø20cm  25cm - H25 Ø15cm  20cm - H20 Ø14cm



candleholders / glassware

BAND tealight holders
Clear glass with frosted detail, for indoor 
or outdoor use. Available in two sizes.
Dimensions: 20 - H20 Ø7.5cm
15 - H15 Ø7.5cm

SOLSTICE hurricane lamp
Frosted glass, for indoor 
or outdoor use.
Dimensions: H27 Ø9cm

VESSEL candleholder
Satin aluminium.
Dimensions: H20 Ø6cm

MINARETTE
glass candleholder

Dimensions:
Large - H53 Ø9.5cm
Medium - H43 Ø9cm
Small - H33 Ø8.5cm

HANDMADE GLASS bottles
Clear glass bottles.
Available in two sizes.
Dimensions:
Large H45 Ø9cm
Small H37 Ø8cm





TERRAZZO BALL
oil lantern
Polished terrazzo oil burner.
Suitable for outdoor use. 
Dimensions: H28 Ø20cm

BALL tealight holder
Polished black terrazzo.
Suitable for indoor or 
outdoor use.
Dimensions: Ø11cm

LUCENA plant pots
Hand thrown Ceramics. 
Available in two sizes and
two colours; coral & yellow 
(small size only).

ALUM planter
Cast aluminium.
Dimensions:
H21 Ø10.5cm

Dimensions:
Medium H19 Ø22cm - Small H11 Ø13cm

planters & 
lanterns



ST IVES
outdoor portable lantern
Available in wood or grey. Rechargeable outdoor 
LED lantern with three brightness settings.
IP44 rated. Charges through a USB cable.
Dimensions: H26 Ø14cm

LUNA outdoor lights
Versatile & portable IP54 rated, outdoor lighting.
Cordless LED lights with variable light settings
that charge through usb cables.
Dimensions:
Large  H28 Ø28cm
Small  H18 Ø18cm

LUNA plant/light stand
Plantation teak stand for either of our 
Luna lights or a terracotta plant pot.
Dimensions: H30 W27 D26cm

PORTMAN rechargeable
LED lantern
Cage style LED lantern for 
indoor or outdoor use. IP44 
rated with three brightness 
settings.
Charges via USB cable.
Available in anthracite or 
kubu.
Dimensions: H40 Ø18cm



GALLEON painted steel boats
Hand painted in three colourways.
Dimensions: H28 W9 D29cm

turquoise

mimosa

eucalyptus

PLATFORM tealight tray
Natural hardwood tray with ridged 
detail and trio of glass candlehold-
ers.
Dimensions: H8.5 W27 D9cm

GROOVE candleholder
Hardwood candleholders that can take 
either a tea light or dinner candle.
80 Dimensions: H8 Ø8cm
60 Dimensions: H6 Ø6cm

Dimensions: Large H10 W10 D10cm
Medium H8 W8 D8cm - Small H6 W6 D6cm

BLOCK tealight holders
With contrasting
hardwood detail.



accessories

CENTRO bowl
Cast aluminium. Brushed aluminium 

exterior with polished interior.
Dimensions: H12.5 Ø25cm

RAVELLO bowl
Lacquered bamboo, with 
cream lacquered interior.
Dimensions: H8 W32 D32cm

OXFORD picture frame
Galvanised steel. Free standing 
or wall hanging.
Dimensions: H23 W23 D2cm

GRID magazine rack
Pewter painted wire.
Dimensions: H26 W32 D18cm



ceramic vases & jars

LOJA jar
Hand thrown & 

painted ceramic jar. 
Shown in blue, also 

available in green. 
Dimensions:

H50 Ø48cm

CORDOBA jar
Hand thrown & painted ceramic jar. 
Shown in green, also available in blue. 
Dimensions: H42 Ø50cm

SAC vase
Hand thrown & 
painted ceramic 
vase. Shown in 
naturals, also
available in greys. 
Dimensions:
H48 W40 D30cm

CORIN vase
Hand thrown & 
painted ceramic 
vase. Shown in 
greys, also
available in naturals. 
Dimensions:
H50 Ø30cm



HANCOCK coat hook
Wall mounted hardwood coat hook.
Shown in natural, also available in earth stain. 
Dimensions: H10 W45 D9cm

WEDGE door stop
Hardwood door stop in a natural finish 
with leather strap.
Dimensions: H2.5 W5 D12cm

HANCOCK PLUS coat hook
Wall mounted hardwood coat 
hook & shelf. Shown in earth 
stain, also available in natural. 
Dimensions: H20 W45 D22.5cm

Putty Frigate Shale Dark 
Grey

Chalk Blue

HANCOCK painted coat hook
Wall mounted coat hook in painted hardwood.
Available in six colours.
Dimensions: H10 W45 D9cm

utility



TOTEM
Elegant and striking solutions for hallways, made in 
natural hardwood.
The Totem items are brilliantly functional, but also work 
equally as well as a piece of stand alone furniture.
The coat stand has wooden pegs for hanging coats, 
hats and scarves along with a central hole for hanging 
an umbrella or walking stick.
The hall stand has slatted shelves for shoes and an 
optional drawer and seat pad.

coat & hat stand (pictured right)
Dimensions: H180 W28 D28cm

hall stand (pictured left)
Dimensions: H178 W70 D40cm

hallway
accessories

SATURN doormat
100% coir.
Colour: Steel.
Sizes Available: 75 x 45cm



HANCOCK
coat & shoe stand with mirror
A new solution for hallways and boot rooms made
in natural hardwood with slatted shelves for shoes,
hanging pegs and in-built mirror.
Please note, requires wall fixing. 
Dimensions: H180 W62 D35cm

SHOREDITCH bootroom bench (below)
Beautiful utility bench with slatted shelf.
The bench is made in hardwood and comes with a 
protective oil treatment as standard.
Dimensions: H45 W100 D40cm



outdoor

Since the inception of our company over 25 years ago outdoor furniture has been a passion.

Working with a variety of materials including plantation teak, polyethylene, wood polymer composite, powder 
coated aluminium, stainless steel and terrazzo, we have designed & developed a fabulous collection of outdoor 
furniture and accessories that have graced many gardens & terraces throughout European
commercial & domestic locations.

The ever growing list of satisfied customers are a splendid endorsement of the quality and longevity of our 
products.

We use high quality olefin and cotton canvas for our exterior upholstery which is manufactured in-house and all 
complies with uk source 5 regulations.



Our range of outdoor proof, water & UV resistant fabrics.outdoor upholstery fabric

olefin charcoal olefin pebble olefin sand olefin terracotta

cap ferret
Please note although the fabrics are 

water resistant,
pads should not be left out in

sustained wet weather, as the foam 
pad will ultimately absorb water.

olefin stripe
sennen

olefin stripe
rhode island

olefin stripe
arcachon



harris

HARRIS large sofa
Dimensions: H80 W177 D100 S33cm

HARRIS sofa
Dimensions: H80 W142 D100 S33cm

HARRIS armchairs
Dimensions: H80 W76 D100 S33cm

The Harris outdoor range is our most significant outdoor range in quite a few years. A beautiful combination of organic 
shaping, quality materials and craftsmanship. The plantation teak base and legs are complemented by the high quality 
synthetic core weave in slate.

Pictured: Harris Sofa, Large Sofa & Armchair in Slate with pads in Olefin Charcoal,
Menton Side Table - Teak, Kinsale 60cm Table - Teak, Composite Decking Tiles - Grey
& Festival Large Glass Hurricane Lamps.



paling outdoor An outdoor version of our Paling range. Made in plantation teak, the outdoor version 
carries on the same principles of style & refinement as the indoor version.

PALING OUTDOOR large sofa
With pads in Olefin Charcoal.
Dimensions:
H80 W190 D88 S45cm
(Seat height includes pad)

PALING OUTDOOR armchair
shown with pads in Olefin Charcoal.
Dimensions:
H80 W85 D88 S45cm
(Seat height includes pad)

PALING OUTDOOR sofa
With pads in Olefin Charcoal.
Dimensions:
H80 W154 D88 S45cm
(Seat height includes pad)

Pictured: Paling Sofa, Large Sofa &
Armchair - Teak (Pads in Olefin Charcoal),

Playa Outdoor LED Floor Lamp - Teak, 
Menton Coffee Table - Teak &

St Ives Outdoor LED Lantern - Wood.



tubby & concentric
Quirkily named all weather seating range & coordinating tables. Available in either Summergrass (pictured left) or Slate peel (right).
The curvaceous Tubby has an optional seat pad for extra comfort.
The Concentric tables have an inset slatted teak top on the summergrass version and the slate version has a polished concrete top.

Dimensions: 
Tubby Sofa H67 W136 D76 S30cm
Tubby Armchair H67 W75 D76 S30cm

Concentric Coffee Table H42 Ø70cm
Concentric Side Table H52 Ø50cm

Pictured: Tubby Sofa & Armchair - Summergrass Peel (with pads in Olefin 
Stone), Concentric Coffee & Side Table - Summergrass Peel.

Pictured: Tubby Sofa & Armchair - Slate Peel (with pads in Olefin Charcoal),
Concentric Coffee & Side Table - Slate Peel.



malibu The malibu will blend in effortlessly into indoor or outdoor locations. Woven in a synthetic water hyacinth, you will 
find it hard to believe it’s not a natural material. Available as an armchair, single unit, sofa, double unit left & double 
unit right.

Dimensions:
Malibu Armchair H74 W84 D81 S46cm
Malibu Sofa H74 W164 D81 S46cm

Malibu Double Unit H74 W152 D81 S46cm 
Malibu Single Unit H74 W70 D81 S46cm

Malibu Armchair 

Main Picture: Malibu - Synthetic Water Hyacinth - Double Unit Right, Single Unit & Sofa with Pads (including extra arm pad) in Olefin Stone,
Platted Baskets - Summergrass with Festival Hurricane Lamps - Clear, Menton Coffee Table - Teak, Repas Porcelain, Festival Hurricane Lamp - 
Small - Clear, Menton Side Table - Teak & St Ives Outdoor Lantern - Wood.



Dimensions: 
Seat H76 W94 D77 S41cm
Side Table H41 W86 D60cm

Planter H41 W86 D60cm
Stool H41 W52 D39cm
Coffee Table H41 Ø100cm

Pictured: Oasis Modular Seats, Planter, Side Table & Stool - Slate.

oasis modular 
seating
Endless variations are possi-
ble with this modular collection 
in slate peel; just add plants & 
people. 

Combine seats with stools, side
tables and planters to create 
your own ring of calm or
inclusivity. A circular coffee table 
is also available (see next page).



CURVE PLUS outdoor easy chair
Slate grey peel on a tubular stainless 
steel frame. 
Dimensions: H99 W56 D90 S42.5cm

PLAYA table
Matt grey powder coated steel 
base with removable woven tray/ 
top with teak insert.
Dimensions: H56 Ø50cm

OASIS centre table
Slate grey peel with a teak 
top with a stainless steel 
centre for a parasol.
Dimensions: H41 Ø100cm



MADAGASCAR high back armchair
An extremely stylish high back armchair in
synthetic arabica peel with solid teak legs.
Suitable for indoor or outdoor use.
The seat height refers to the chair with the pad.
Dimensions:
H122 W58 D60 S47cm

Pictured:
Madagascar Highback Armchair -  Pad in Olefin Charcoal & Kinsale 40cm Outdoor Table - Teak.



Pictured:
Miyako Chair & Footstool - Slate/Anthracite -  Pad in Olefin Charcoal, Miyako Occasional Table - Teak
& Portman LED Lantern - Anthracite. 



MIYAKO occasional table
Outdoor side table in plantation teak.
Dimensions: H40 W50 D40cm

MIYAKO chair & footstool
Outdoor chair and footstool set in a synthetic rope weave on a powder 
coated aluminium frame.
Available in slate/anthracite (as per previous page) or kubu (as above).
Comes complete with a seat pad, an optional back pad is also available.
Chair - H82 W76 D82 S40cm
Footstool - H40 W69 D51cm 

miyako



menton

Menton, a beautiful town, part French and part Italian.
Our seating range, both contemporary and classical is as
attractive as the town it takes it’s name from.

The optional upholstery makes this range, in plantation 
teak, irresistibly comfortable.

Dimensions:
Menton Large Sofa H76 W175 D78 S32cm

Dimensions: 
Menton Bench H85 W160 D52 S43cm

Pictured with pads 
in Olefin - Grey.

MENTON coffee & side table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions:
Coffee Table H40 W110 D55cm
Side Table H40 W70 D70cm



Dimensions: 
Menton Armchair H76 W70 D78 S32cm
Menton Sofa H76 W140 D78 S32cm

Pictured: Menton Armchair & Sofa - Teak (Pads in Olefin Black),
Antibes Coffee Table - Teak & Long Island Planter in Vert De Terre.

ANTIBES coffee table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H40 W120 D60cm

menton



kinsale

KINSALE 90cm table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H74 Ø90cm

Pictured: Kinsale 90cm Table - Teak & Menton Dining Chair with Arms - Teak.



Pictured: Kinsale 60cm Table - Teak & Savoy Chair - Slate Weave with Teak Leg.Pictured: Kinsale 110cm Dining Table - Teak & (4x) Madagascar Dining Chair.

KINSALE 110cm table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H74 Ø110cm

The Kinsale teak tables can be used in a variety of different spaces and areas.

There are two sizes of side table (Ø40cm & Ø60cm) and a Ø80cm coffee table, which work well with much of our range.
We also have the Ø90cm & Ø110cm dining tables. A perfect solution when a solid wood, round table is required.

KINSALE coffee table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H41 Ø80cm

KINSALE 60cm table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H60 Ø60cm

KINSALE 40cm table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H60 Ø40cm



shoreditch Our beautiful new outdoor dining range in plantation teak, built with a focus on scandi styling,
strong construction and smooth ergonomic shaping.



SHOREDITCH bench
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H45 W165 D35cm

SHOREDITCH dining table
Slatted plantation teak. 
Dimensions: H72 W215 D95cm

SHOREDITCH dining chair
Slatted plantation teak. Stacking chair.
Dimensions: H74 W56 D61cm



reclaim
The contrast of materials defines the Reclaim range.
The natural beauty of the plantation teak is offset with the
precision of the powder coated aluminium frame.

Available as a bench & dining table with optional extension 
leaves.

The Reclaim is available with either a kubu or anthracite 
coloured frame.

Dimensions: 
Dining Table H73 W215 D85cm
Dining Table Extension Leaf W37.5 D85cm
Bench H45 W195 D35cm

Pictured: Reclaim Table - Kubu/Teak, Rollo Armchair & Side Chair - Kubu
& Solstice Hurricane Lamps.

Pictured: Reclaim Table Anthracite/Teak,
Modena Dining Chairs - Slate & 3x2 Rectangular Parasol - Anthracite

Dining table - teak/anthracite



Dining bench - teak/anthracite
Dining bench - teak/kubu

Dining bench - teak/anthracite



antibes

Pictured: Antibes 190cm Teak Table & Antibes 170cm Teak Bench,
Savoy Chair - Slate Weave with Teak Leg (x2), Corfu Planter - Black
& Ball Terrazzo Tealight Holder.

ANTIBES bench
Available in two sizes (170cm shown). 
Dimensions: H43 W170 or 190 D35cm

ANTIBES table
Available in four sizes
(190cm shown). 
Dimensions:
H72 W85 or 135 or 190 or 210 D70 or 85cm ANTIBES 190 x 85cm table

Chairs pictured
SAVOY dining armchair

Shown in Slate also available in Kubu.
An optional pad is available.

Dimensions: H80 W55 D53 S46cm



ANTIBES 210 x 85cm table
190 x 85cm size also available
(see previous page).

Our classic Antibes range has solid teak legs & substantial 
teak tops which will fit several different spaces and needs.

The table is available in four sizes.
The bench is available in two sizes.

ANTIBES 85 x 85cm table

ANTIBES
135 x 70cm table



OXFORD table base.
Powder coated aluminium table 
base with adjustable feet.
Available in Kubu & Anthracite.
Suggested top 70cm sq.

Require another colour?
Should the Anthracite or Kubu bases not be 
quite right for you, we can supply our Pigalle 
or Oxford bases powder coated in a RAL 
colour of your choice.
For more details, see the next page.



Require another colour?

Are you looking to to make an impact with colour 
or are working within a strict colour scheme?
We now offer a powder coating service on some
of our table bases and chair designs.

This is a high quality, weather hardy, powder coated finish 
which can be matched to any RAL colour of your choice.

This service is applicable to the following lines:
PIGALLE table bases (all sizes)
OXFORD table bases
TUNIS armchairs.

This service is based on a ten piece minimum, for further 
details contact the office.

powder coating



ANTIBES table tops
Outdoor table tops in Plantation Teak.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases.
Available in six sizes.

Sizes Available:
Ø50cm, Ø60cm, Ø80cm, Ø90cm, 
Ø110cm, Ø130cm.
70cm sq. & 140 x 70cm.

SARDO table tops
Stone table tops in Sardo Granite with

a contemporary straight edge.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases.

Available in six sizes.

Sizes Available:
Ø60cm, Ø90cm, Ø110cm,

70cm sq. & 135 x 70cm.

CARRARA table tops
Stone table tops in Carrara Marble with

a contemporary straight edge.
For use with the Canteen or Pigalle bases.

Available in six sizes.

Sizes Available:
Ø60cm, Ø90cm, Ø110cm,

70cm sq. & 135 x 70cm.

table tops

MONTMARTRE table top
Outdoor table top in Plantation Teak,
with a stone insert in either Carrara
Marble (as shown) or Sardo Granite.
For use with our Canteen or Pigalle bases.

Sizes Available:
70cm sq.



CANTEEN flip top base.
Aluminium table base
with adjustable feet.
The table top folds away 
and bases interlock for 
ease of storage.
Suggested top
70cm sq.

CANTEEN bar height base.
Stainless steel base, 110cm high
(Suggested Top Ø60cm)

PIGALLE bar height base.
Powder coated aluminium, 

110cm high.
Available in anthracite or kubu 

Takes up to a Ø80cm 
/ 70cm sq. top.

pedestal bases

Please note, that with the exception of the flip top base, we do not recommend the 
Canteen range for coastal locations.

ORLEON table top
A low maintenance tabletop. Woven in slate peel 
with stabilising substructure. Suitable for use with 
canteen & pigalle bases.
Sizes Available: Ø90cm.  



CANTEEN thin stem base.
Suggested top Ø60cm.

CANTEEN square base.
Suggested top 70cm sq.

CANTEEN 45cm base.
Suggested top Ø90cm.

CANTEEN table bases
Stainless steel pedestal table bases. Suitable for use inside or out.
Ideally used with our outdoor table tops.
Simply choose the base and the corresponding top you need.

Please note that we do not recommend the Canteen range for coastal locations.



PIGALLE 4 legged base.
Takes up to a Ø100cm / 80cm sq. top.

PIGALLE large 4 legged base.
Takes up to a Ø130cm / 110cm sq. top.

PIGALLE table bases

For 2023 we have revised our Pigalle table range 
slightly:

We have updated the colour choice to Kubu &
Anthracite.
As well as this, the footprint of the bases have
increased slightly so they can take larger tops.

Made from aluminium with matt powder coated finish, 
these bases are suitable for both indoor & outdoor 
use.

PIGALLE rectangular base
Takes up to a 160 x 90cm top.



atlantic Dimensions:
70cm sq. table H73 W70 D70cm 
Ø90cm table H73 Ø90cm
Ø120cm table H73 Ø120cm

Pictured: Atlantic Ø90cm Dining Table - Teak/Anthracite, (2x) Harris Dining Chairs - Teak/
Slate, Repas Mugs with Saucers & St Ives Outdoor Lantern - Grey. 

Pictured: Atlantic Ø120cm Dining Table - Teak/Anthracite
& (4x) Modena Dining Chairs - Slate. 

Pictured: Atlantic 70cm Dining Table -
Teak/Anthracite, (2x) Savona Dining Chairs - 
Slate, Concentric Coffee Table - Slate,
Festival Hurricane Lamps & Repas Coffee 
Cups & Saucers.



ATLANTIC high table
A new bar height addition to our popular Atlantic range.
Available in teak / anthracite (as shown) and teak / kubu.

Dimensions: H110 W120 D70cm

A range of outdoor dining tables in plantation teak with
powder coated aluminium legs in either anthracite or kubu.
Available in four sizes: Ø120, Ø90, 70cm sq & 120 x 70cm high table. 

All tables have four legs except the Ø90cm version which is a three 
legged table.

Pictured: Atlantic 70cm Sq. Dining Table - Teak/Kubu & 
(2x) Modena Dining Chairs - Kubu.



A range of fully woven circular dining tables, available in three sizes in a 
choice of weaves.

Sizes available:
Ø90cm Table - Available in Summergrass or Slate.

Ø120cm Table - Available in Summergrass.

Ø150 Table - Available in Summergrass or Slate.

tarn
Pictured: Tarn Ø90cm Slate, Rollo Armchair - Slate & Repas Porcelain.

Pictured:
Tarn Ø120cm &
Rollo Side Chair -
both Summergrass.

Pictured: Tarn Ø150cm Summergrass, Rollo Side Chair - Summergrass & Repas Porcelain.

SLATE
GREY
PEEL

SUMMER 
GRASS
PEEL

Available in: 



partner

As the name suggests, the simple vernacular of Partner means that it can be used comfortably with a number of our dining chairs.
Fully woven in kubu (as shown) or slate synthetic peel, the table top has a honeycomb substructure for extra stability.
An optional glass top is also available. 

Dimensions: H73 W215 D90cm

Pictured: Partner Dining Table - Kubu with Glass top & Rollo Side Chairs - Kubu.

SLATE
GREY
PEEL

KUBU
PEEL

Available in: 



outdoor dining chairs
MENTON dining chair
Slatted plantation teak. 
Stacking chair.
Dimensions:
H90 W56 D57 S45cm

TRIPOLI dining chair
Slatted plantation teak, on a 

solid stainless steel frame.
Dimensions:

H82 W54 D57 S43cm

MENTON barstool
Slatted plantation teak.
Dimensions: H84 W38 D43 S76cm

TANGIERS dining chair
Synthetic summergrass core 
on a solid stainless steel 
frame. Stacking chair.
Dimensions:
H81 W57 D52 S47cm

MADAGASCAR dining chair
Synthetic arabica peel with solid 
teak legs. The seat height refers 
to the chair with the pad.
Dimensions:
H85 W60 D71 S45cm



outdoor dining chairs
CLASSIC dining chair

Synthetic slate peel on an aluminium 
frame with stainless steel feet and 

optional pad. 
Dimensions: H84 W71 D64 S44cm

CASPIAN dining chair
Synthetic peel on an aluminium frame 
with stainless steel feet and optional 
pad. Shown in summergrass also 
available in kubu. 
Dimensions: H87 W59 D57 S44cm

SAVOY dining armchair
Synthetic peel on an aluminium

frame with teak legs.
Available in kubu or slate 

Dimensions: H80 W55 D53 S46cm

ELLIE dining chair
Synthetic summergrass 
core with optional seat pad.
Dimensions:
H80 W61 D65 S46cm



PETRA outdoor dining chair
An extremely strong & stylish chair.
Synthetic core on a powder coated
aluminium frame.
Available in rhino/kubu (as shown) &
slate/anthracite (right).
Dimensions:
H80 W55 D65 S45cm

Pictured: Petra Dining Chair - Rhino, Canteen Flip Top Table Base with Antibes 70cm Sq. Top - Teak 
& Luna Outdoor Lamp - 20cm.

RIVOLI
slate/bone

RIVOLI dining chair
Our take on the classic café chair.
Synthetic peel on a powder coated aluminium frame. Stacking chair.
Available in three colourways; clay, slate or slate/bone peel.
Dimensions: H83 W53 D60 S45cm

PETRA
slate/anthracite

RIVOLI
clay

RIVOLI
slate



Pictured: Reclaim Table Anthracite/Teak, (2x) Petra Dining Chairs - Slate, 
(3x) Rivoli Dining Chairs - Slate & 3x2 Rectangular Parasol - Anthracite.



Pictured: Rivoli Dining Chair - Slate/Bone, Montmartre 70cm sq Table Top - Teak/Carrara 
Marble, Pigalle 4 Legged Table Base - Dark Grey & Repas Coffee Cups & Saucers. 

Pictured: (4x) Rivoli Dining Chair - Slate & Atlantic Ø120cm Dining Table - Anthracite.

Pictured: (3x) Rivoli Dining Chair - Clay, Atlantic Ø90cm Dining Table - Kubu,
Luna LED Lamp and Stand - Teak, Playa LED Floor Lamp - Teak &
Portman LED Lantern - Kubu.



Pictured: Modena Dining Chairs - Teak/Kubu & Atlantic 70cm Sq. Table - Teak/Kubu. Pictured: Modena Dining Chairs - Teak/Slate & Atlantic Ø120cm Table - Teak/Slate.

MODENA dining armchair
Combining clean lines with a strong construction.
The Modena has a powder coated aluminium square section frame with teak arm detail.
Available in kubu or slate. Stacking chair.
Dimensions: H80 W60 D56 S45cm

SLATE
GREY
PEEL

KUBU
PEEL



SAVONA dining armchair
An organically shaped chair with an extremely strong construction.
Synthetic slate core on a powder coated aluminium frame.
An optional pad is available. 
Dimensions: H75 W57 D61 S45cm

GENOA dining chair
Contemporary chair with a synthetic rope weave and ski legs in 
powder coated stainless steel. 
Dimensions: H81 W58 D63 S43cm

Pictured Below: (2x) Savona Dining Chairs - Slate, Atlantic 70cm Sq. Dining Table - Teak/
Anthracite, Concentric Side Table - Slate/Concrete, Repas Espresso Cups with Saucers & 
Festival Glass Hurricane Lamps

Pictured: Genoa Dining Chairs - Charcoal,  Pigalle Standard Table Base - Anthracite
& Antibes 70cm Top.



VALENCIA dining armchair & barstool
Sleek, contemporary and strong. This new outdoor seating range is
woven in synthetic peel on a powder coated aluminium frame.
Available in slate or kubu. Stacking chair / barstool.

VALENCIA dining armchair
Dimensions: H70 W54 D52 S46cm

VALENCIA barstool
Dimensions: H100 W56 D63 S76cm

Pictured: (2x) Valencia Barstools - Slate,
Pigalle Bar Height Base - Anthracite & Antibes Top Ø60cm - Teak. 

Pictured: (2x) Valencia Dining Chairs - Slate &
Oxford Standard Base - Anthracite & Montmartre Top 70cm Sq. - Teak /Sardo Granite. 

Pictured: (2x) Valencia Barstools - Kubu,
Pigalle Bar Height Base - Kubu & Antibes Top Ø60cm - Teak. 

Pictured: (2x) Valencia Dining Chairs - Kubu &
Oxford Standard Base - Kubu & Antibes Top 70cm Sq. - Teak.



HARRIS kitchen stool
Slate core with teak legs.
Dimensions:
H87 W52 D51 S67cm

HARRIS dining chairs
Slate core with teak legs.
Optional pad available.
Dimensions:
H80 W56 D60 S45cm

Pictured: Harris Barstool - Slate,
Antibes Ø60cm Tabletop on Pigalle Bar 

Height Base - Anthracite.

HARRIS bar stool
Slate core with teak legs.
Dimensions:
H97 W52 D51 S77cm



Rollo Chairs - Slate Peel with Antibes 135cm Tables & Antibes 70cm 
Square tops on Canteen Square Pedestal Bases.

rollo chairs

Rollo Side Chair - Kubu

Rollo Armchair - Slate

Rollo Armchair - Kubu



Rollo Armchairs - Kubu Peel & Atlantic Ø120cm Table - Teak/Kubu.

ROLLO dining armchair & side chair

Strong, stylish and durable, it’s little 
wonder the Rollo are our best selling 
outdoor chairs.

Synthetic peel on a powder coated 
aluminium frame. Stacking chair.

ARMCHAIR
Dimensions:
H80 W54 D51 S46cm

SIDE CHAIR
Dimensions:
H80 W48 D51 S46cm

SLATE
GREY
PEEL

KUBU
PEEL

CAMEL
PEEL

ROLLO side chair - Camel
armchair version not available

ROLLO side chair - Kubu ROLLO armchair - Kubu

ROLLO side chair - SlateROLLO armchair - Slate



TUNIS armchair
Beautiful wireframe chair in powder coated aluminium 
available in Graphite or Putty. Ideal for casual dining 
or drinks. Optional pad available.  
Dimensions: H79 W67 D64 S43cm



ATLANTIC sunbed & table
Outdoor sunbeds in synthetic weave with an adjustable back and optional 
pad with headrest. The sunbeds can be used on their own or in conjunction 
with either the centre table or side table: The centre table is fully woven with a 
slatted teak insert with parasol hole, and two storage compartments with lids.
The side table which has a powder coated metal frame, teak insert & woven 
lower shelf.
Dimensions:
Sunbed  H30 W70 D195cm
Centre Table  H30 W40 D195cm
Side Table  H30 W40 D60cm

atlantic



Flows contours are made to put your body in chill out mode, with 
the footstool giving a little bit of extra lift where needed.

The flow is available in summergrass or slate peel.

flow

FLOW sunbed
Dimensions: H55 W70 D180cm

FLOW chair
Dimensions: H92 W61 D101 S25cm

FLOW footstool
Dimensions: H32 W55 D43cm

Pictured: Flow Sunbed, Chair & Footstool - Summergrass.

Pictured: Flow Sunbeds - Slate.



outdoor lighting

LUNA lamp/plant stand (above)
A neat little stand in plantation teak that can be teamed up with our Luna 
lights or perhaps a terracotta plant pot.
Dimensions: H30 W27 D9cm stand only

PLAYA outdoor floor lamp &
LUNA outdoor lights (pictured right)
IP54 rated, outdoor lighting.
Both ranges are cordless LED lights with
variable light settings that charge through usb 
cables.
The Luna are versatile & portable globe lights.
The Playa is an extremely striking & stylish floor 
lamp with a plantation teak frame and weighted 
terrazzo base.
The globe of the Playa is removable for
charging.

Dimensions:
Playa floor lamp  H180 Ø50cm
Luna light large  H28 Ø28cm
Luna light small  H18 Ø18cm



ST IVES
rechargeable LED lantern
Available in wood or grey.
Outdoor LED lantern with
three brightness settings.
IP44 rated.
Charges through a USB cable.
Dimensions: H26 Ø14cm

PORTMAN
rechargeable LED lantern
Cage style LED lantern for 
indoor or outdoor use. IP44 
rated with three brightness 
settings.
Charges via USB cable. 
Available in kubu or
anthracite.
Dimensions: H40 Ø18cm



SAUCER outdoor pendant shade
Available in summergrass (above) 
or slate peel (far right).
Dimensions: H25 Ø50cm

WIGWAM
outdoor pendant shade
Available in summergrass 
(above) or slate peel (right).
Dimensions: H60 Ø32cm

Stainless steel & glass low 
voltage outdoor light. Comes 
with 12m of outdoor cable, 
halogen bulb, transformer, 
spike & stainless steel bolts.
Dimensions: H80 Ø7cm

COLUMN outdoor light



LARGE CYLINDRICAL
planter

Complete with drip tray.
Dimensions:
H42 Ø40cm

Colours: White.

MEDIUM CYLINDRICAL
planter

Complete with drip tray.
Dimensions:
H47 Ø30cm

Colours: Black, White.

SMALL CYLINDRICAL
planter

Complete with drip tray.
Dimensions:
H32 Ø30cm

Colours: Grey, White

45cm CUBE
planter

 With optional drip tray.
Dimensions:

H45 W45 D45cm
Colours: Black

SERRE SQUARE
planter

Dimensions:
H22 W22 D22cm
Colours: Black.

SMALL SQUAT
tapered planter
Dimensions:

H25 W30 D30cm
Colours: Black, Grey.

LOW RECTANGULAR
50/75/25 planter

Dimensions:
H50 W75 D25cm

Colours: Black, White.

SERRE RECTANGULAR
planter

Dimensions:
H14 W37.5 D19.5cm

Colours: Black.

urban Terrazzo planters with a city bent but also interesting as a contrast in a traditional garden.
The weight of these pots will keep your plants & shrubs firmly grounded in our breezy weather.

CONE WATER FEATURE
Cascade style water feature.
Includes pump and cable. 
Dimensions: H64 Ø55cm

Colours: Black.

MEDIUM CONE
planter

Polished terrazzo. 
Dimensions: H45 Ø45cm

Colours: Black.

SMALL CONE
planter

Polished terrazzo. 
Dimensions: H35 Ø35cm

Colours: Black.

URBAN planter
Dimensions:

H25 W45 D20cm
Colours: Teak/Galvanised.



HAMPTON screens & planters
Modular screen and planter system in plantation teak. 
The screens are solid teak whilst the planters have a 
galvanised liner. The planters attach to the screen for 
added stability.

Dimensions:
120cm Screen: H180 W120 D5cm
120cm Planter: H40 W120 D40cm

Corner Screen: H180 W45 D45cm
Corner Planter: H40 W40 D40cm

TRANS screen
These hardwood screens can be continuously 
joined together to add instant structure to a setting 
(pictured below are two screens joined). Sold as 
singular screens they are available in plantation 
teak (as shown) or earth stained
mahogany (indoor only - see page 50). 
Dimensions: H180 W60 D30cm

COMPOSITE decking tile
WPC (wood polymer composite) decking 
tile that uses an innovative click together 
system that requires no sub-frame, just a 
sound surface.
Available in two colours; sand or grey.

Dimensions: 30 x 30cm
Each tile is 2.5cm thick.

sand

grey

decking & 
screens



TROLL planters
Called Troll on account of their considerable size these polyresin 
planters are suitable for large shrubs or moderate sized trees.

Dimensions:
Large H86 Ø90cm
Medium H67 Ø70cm
Small H57 Ø60cm

large planters

IBERIA planters
Large contemporary planters in a synthetic core weave with 
liner. Available in two sizes.

Dimensions:
Large H90 Ø90cm
Medium H70 Ø70cm



CITROEN planters (left)
Adding structure and gravitas to any
outdoor space, these planters are made in 
plantation teak with a galvanised steel liner.
Dimensions:
Large H81 W75 D75cm
Medium H65 W60 D60cm
Small H53 W45 D45cm

CHAMELEON outdoor kitchen unit
Plantation teak kitchen unit with slatted 
teak shelves and block-work top.
Ideal for a barbecue guru. 
Dimensions:
H90 W60 D60cm



CLUMBER storage cube/table
With removable wood effect top and
galvanised liner. Shown in summergrass  
also available in slate peel.
Dimensions: H55 W55 D55cm

PLATTED
outdoor basket/container
Woven peel basket on a powder coated aluminium frame.
Can be used on their own or to house the Festival hurricane lamps.
Available in three sizes and two weaves: Summergrass and Slate.
Dimensions: Large H48 Ø39cm
Medium H40 Ø33cm - Small H34 Ø28cm 

MENTON plant stand
Plantation teak plant 
stand with slatted top 
and shelf with hanging 
pegs for garden tools. 
Shown above with the 
serre planters
Dimensions:
H75 W100 D30cm

outdoor accessories



SPOKE parasol
With crank handle and 
tilt hinge.
Available in Anthracite 
or Biscuit.
Dimensions: Ø260cm

ALUMINIUM
2m dia. parasol
With crank handle and 
tilt hinge.
Available in Anthracite 
or Biscuit.
Dimensions: Ø200cm

ALUMINIUM
2.5m dia. parasol
With crank handle and 
tilt hinge.
Available in Anthracite or 
Biscuit.
Dimensions: Ø250cm

ALUMINIUM
3m dia. parasol
With crank handle and 
tilt hinge.
Available in Anthracite 
or Biscuit.
Dimensions: Ø300cm

parasols



ALUMINIUM
2.5 x 2.5m parasol
With crank handle and 
tilt hinge.
Available in Anthracite 
or Biscuit.
Dimensions:
250 x 250cm

ALUMINIUM
3 x 2m parasol
With pulley cord. Please 
note due to the diameter of 
the pole, it can only be used 
with the steel parasol base. 
Available in Anthracite only.
Dimensions:
300 x 200cm

TERRAZZO parasol base
Polished black terrazzo.
Suitable for all our parasols,
except 3 x 2m size.
Dimensions: H14 Ø40cm

STEEL parasol base
Black steel base.
Suitable for all our parasols.
Dimensions: Ø70cm

Our new parasols are available in Anthracite or Biscuit fabrics with
corresponding aluminium pole. The photos all show the anthracite version. biscuit

fabric
biscuit
frame

anthracite
fabric

anthracite
frame



Pictured: Modena Dining Chairs - Teak/Kubu, Atlantic 70cm Sq. Table - Teak/Kubu, Aluminium 3m Parasol - Biscuit & Terrazzo Parasol Base.



We use teak, aluminium, stainless steel, powder coated & galvanised
steel with the highest quality synthetic rattan in the production of our 
furniture.

Teak is not indigenous to Indonesia having been originally introduced some 
700 years ago by Buddhist monks. In the 19th century the Dutch colonists 
developed the plantation system for growing this valuable timber, which is 
still in place today & controlled by Peram Perhutani, the government
controlled forestry department. Throughout their long growing cycle, the 
trees are cared for by the local population.

The teak wood used in the manufacture of our furniture is from a factory in 
Indonesia who have a long association with forestry development and
the principle worked for many years for Peram Perhutani in a senior
management position.

All our Indonesian factories have the V-Legal certification necessary to
comply with the EUTR EEC timber regulations.

environment

Outdoor teak - before and after
When exposed to the elements, the colour of teak 
weathers to an attractive silver grey colour.
For more information contact our office or have a look at 
our website: www.prhome.co.uk



Over the past 10 years our business has expanded rapidly with Interior Designers, helped by understanding the challenging
environment when working with demanding clients & tight schedules.

We try to help smooth the journey & take out some of the stress. Not everything is possible but we endeavour to cover all
requirements, working to reach a satisfactory conclusion.

For upholstery we have many of our own fabrics but are equally at home working with customers own material. Deliveries can 
be made directly to site, warehouse or shop.

We have supplied pubs & bars, small B&B’s & large international chains, tiny coffee shops & famous restaurants, health spas & 
care homes. All our clients, irrespective of size or reputation, were looking for quality, style & value for money, which is our
raison d’etre.

We have a long list of satisfied customers throughout Europe.

We are happy working through Interior Designers & Architects or directly with the end user & we have products for most interior 
& exterior locations. Whatever the requirement, our furniture is made to withstand the rigours of commercial use.
We have an extensive range available from stock but products can be tailored to design briefs with advance planning
depending on the item. Our sales department will be happy to advise on lead times for bespoke products.

hospitality

interior designers



Although we have a substantial range of furniture and
accessories available from stock, there is the possibility 
for bespoke products.

This may involve a simple change of material e.g.
changing the colour or texture of a synthetic rattan, or a 
complete design brief to create a new item. In either case 
there will be minimum quantities and extended lead times 
to consider, which will vary depending on the product, so 
please feel free to contact us for further information.

bespoke products

worksop
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pr home
the ulvers building • budby road
cuckney • nottinghamshire
ng20 9jt

t - 01623 847030
sales@prhome.co.uk
www.prhome.co.uk

visit our showroom

how much?
For details on pricing, fabric requirements and general 
enquiries, contact our office on 01623 847030 or
email us at sales@prhome.co.uk 

Our website is also a great source for information,
images and care guides: www.prhome.co.uk 

We are easily accessible from the m1 & a1,
as well as being a stones throw away from 
the Welbeck estate, Sherwood forest &
Creswell crags.

All information correct at time of going to print. We reserve the 
right to make any necessary changes to designs.

Special thanks goes to Farrow & Ball, The Welbeck Estate, The 
Harley Gallery, Watergate Bay Hotel, Beach Retreats, West Street 
Vineyard, David & Ruth Atkins, Leo Godlewski, Gwel An Treth, 
London Transport Museum & The School of Artisan Food for
additional photography and locations.

Designed by pr home
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